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Editorial 
Change is the Only Constant 

This, too, shall pass away. 
The words are wise and true and endlessly enduring. 
They have proved their power over and over again through the centuries, to uncounted numbers of 
men and women, in every land and every conceivable situation. They have given comfort to the 
afflicted, courage to the frightened, hope to the worried and distressed.  
We are no exception. Yes, the Covid -19 pandemic did change the world topsy –turvy. We were caught 
unaware; we slept in one world and woke up in another. Suddenly, the site of ‘Queen’s necklace’ had 
no more magic, Shivaji Park was no longer players’ paradise, and in our island city, the trains were 
not on the tracks and the roads were empty. Suddenly, hugs became weapons, and not visiting 
friends and grandparents became an act of love.  
Initially it was almost doom impending, however gradually fathoming the situation we, the social 
animals, the masters of our fate; the captains of our souls learnt to survive, attached yet detached, 
literally. 
Indeed, all things are not only in a constant stage of change, but they are the cause of constant and 
indefinite change in other things. 
This is true of the school system too!!! 
The summer vacation of 2020 heralded a new beginning… a new perspective to teaching –learning 
approach …the rhythm seemed to have changed into a rigmarole, thanks to the digital platform, the 
one and only way of reaching out to the taught by the facilitators. 
The academia prayed for strength to accept with serenity the things that cannot be changed and 
courage to change the things that can and should be changed. In truth, they did rise to the occasion 
and learnt many new-s and undid a certain to connect with their pupils, to reach out, to educate, to 
develop no longer their pupils’ IQ alone, rather most importantly to maintain a healthy level of EQ 
and SQ. After all, the facilitators are the second mothers and they did live up to this faith and trust by 
providing warmth, confidence and hope to the millennial generations, the future. 
The rest is history…. the facilitator and the taught are now bound together 24x7 throughout on 
Google Classrooms… rejoicing a sort of ancient ‘Gurukul’ on the digital platform. 
Tarry a while. It is not all roses, for the challenges are countless and at times insurmountable. None 
can deny the fact that our wait for the new normal life is real. Perhaps the pause may prolong… 
In our heart of hearts, we certainly believe that a brave new world is what we are going to witness 
after the virus vanishes into thin air,  
The school will open its gates, the pupils will pray together hands folded in the school auditorium, 
the corridors will reverberate with pearls of laughter, the playground will see a dust cloud, the 
school building will come alive, everything will start again 
AND 
All of us 
Kinder than before. 
To give more love and kindness than we expect from others.  

Ms Brinda Kumarakrishnan 

Editor 



From the Desk of the Principal 

The Then Abnormal… turned to be a New Normal 

Dear Pupils,  
 

You can’t go back and change the beginning but you can start where you are and change the ending.  
 – C. S. Lewis  

 
This pandemic caused a lot of upheaval throughout the nook and corner of this world. Previously, the 
world has never come to a complete stand still like this. The pandemics experienced earlier by 
humans were confined to a few countries. Now, why is very everyone baffled is because something 
which even cannot be seen has brought the entire world to a freeze.  
  
Now, we started keeping ourselves sanitize at all the times, wearing a mask and maintaining a social 
distancing. We know we have to continue living such kind of life for at least a couple of years more.  
  
This pandemic has taught us not to mess with the nature. We need to focus on work. We must start 
finding happiness in small things and all of us should understand that this is for our own betterment. 
This pandemic has given us a chance to make the human connections deeper, more meaningful and 
has developed a sense of belongingness. We can learn new things, pursue our hobbies and spend 
quality time with our family. Now, change is constant along with a New Normal.   
  
We have learnt that as individuals, we change best when we are affected, when our sense of freedom 
and our quality of life is on stake. The work from home culture is blooming in India, the culture has 
seeped into our homes with people specially, women, juggling between parenting, doing daily chores 
and handling professional front.   
  
Anything we get adapted to, become normal for us. We have adapted ourselves to so many things 
such as extensive use of technologies, nuclear families, parties and change in lifestyle etc. A new 
thing we have adapted to, this year, is working and learning from home. We made this as our New 
Normal because we have no choice. This crisis has given us an opportunity to do things we thought 
we could not do earlier. The things which we took for granted were easily snatched away from our 
hands by this pandemic. Even though people are at home, they have discovered something new in 
themselves and started learning or doing things that were there on their bucket list. This pandemic 
has introduced us to a New Normal. 



facilitators have learnt and adopted the new technology and started conducting the Online 
Classes. You, Dear Pupils started attending the Online Classes as well as appearing for the 
assessments which are conducted online. However, in the process of getting adapted to the New 
Normal, we must not forget what we used to do previously, what were our good habits, what 
was the correct  procedure followed by us in doing the things. Here is a story for you to give a 
thought to ponder on…  
  
Once Lord Indra was angry with the farmers and declared that it would not rain for the next 12 
years and they would not be able to yield or grow the crops. All the farmers were worried and 
requested Lord Indra to give some solution or alternative to the same. Lord Indra replied, “If 
Lord Shiv Shankar plays his Damaru (a small two headed drum), then only you will get a rain 
fall.” However, Lord Indra played a small trick. Before the farmers could reached Lord Shiv 
Shankar, he requested Lord Shiv Shankar to not to listen to the farmers. When the farmers 
went to Lord Shiv Shankar to request him to play his Damaru, Lord Shiva Shankar replied, “I 
shall play the Damaru only after 12 years.”  
  
Saddened with this statement of Lord Shiv Shankar, farmers decided to wait for 12 years. 
They stopped working in their fields. But, amongst all these farmers, there was one farmer 
called Udyogi who was continuously working hard in his fields. He was regular in ploughing 
fields and sowing seeds. Other farmers used to make fun of him, dissuaded and ridiculed him. 
After a few years, other farmers started asking him, “Though you know that there would be no 
rains for 12 years, then why are you wasting your time and energy?” Udyogi replied, “I know 
there would be no yield / crops, however, I am doing this work as a practice. After 12 years, I 
should not lose the habit and practice of working in the fields and the process of sowing seeds. 
My body should not lose the habit of hard work. That is why I am practising. After 12 years, 
when it rains, it would be very easy for me to work in the fields as my body will be used to that 
kind of hard work.”  
  
Amused by listening to this answer, Goddess Parvati said to Lord Shiv Shankar, “You too 
might forget how to play the Damaru after 12 years.” Listening to Goddess Parvati, Lord Shiv 
Shankar was worried. To check whether the Damaru makes sound or not, he tried to play the 
Damaru. Listening to the sound of Damaru, it started raining. As a result of that since Udyogi 
had done all the necessary processes of farming, he got good crop in his fields. Looking at the 
crop in the fields of Udyogi all other farmers felt remorse.  
  
Practice makes us perfect. Practice is the key to preserve quality. Do not postpone anything to a 
later date. Be it studies or work, more practice is important.  
  
Let us keep practising the skills of writing, reading, solving sums, going for a walk or pursuing 
our hobbies, getting involved in physical activities etc. during this pandemic. This difficult time 
shall pass soon and we will be back to our old normal with the new skills learnt during this the 
Then Abnormal… now turned into a New Normal.  

Mr Vijay Mirgal 

Principal 



Platform Virtual: Emotions Real 
The year 2020 struck the whole world with a challenge never seen in the last 100 years: The 
pandemic COVID 19. The education world changed overnight, and all those ‘Technology Hesitant’ 
souls in the profession strived to change their status to cope with the changes. A work-from-home 
scenario brought the travel time to zero, but it also diluted the boundary of time between work and 
personal life. The preparation for the class now had to be done more rigorously to keep the audience 
in the class engaged. The audience not only comprised the pupils but, in some cases, their parents. 
We were facilitating knowledge and trying to convey our genuine concern and care on the virtual 
medium. There were times when a caring gesture or a word from the pupils gave us the strength to 
carry on.  
Now, let us focus on the audience in the class, our pupils. They had a vacation of almost two years. 
However, while some struggled, locked in their homes, having little or no contact with the others, 
some reveled in the lockdown. They were the ones who spent their time the way they wanted. If we 
skip assessing the pros and cons of the outcome, we will understand the essence of this opportunity 
that they got once in a lifetime.  
Yet another group of pupils in the class made the most of the time at home. They connected 
worldwide with many other children via online games, quizzes, etc. They tested their understanding 
and knowledge against a person in another part of the world. With no hesitation to google their 
queries, they depended less on the facilitators to clarify doubts. For facilitators, this was a welcome 
change. The discussions in the class were never so exciting and challenging. A few competent pupils 
in the class noticed the facilitator’s struggle and suggested Apps that would ease their struggle in 
delivering the lessons more effectively. I believe these pupils benefitted from developing a real bond 
with the facilitators in the virtual classroom. 
Though the lockdown was a struggle, I must accept that there was a lot of learning in this challenging 
situation. I realized how important friends and family members are and how important it is to keep 
in touch with all, even on a virtual medium. I experienced some real emotions while witnessing the 
virtual programme presented by our pupils. Hence, I conclude that the brighter side of the entire 
situation was that we found real love, real connections, and real emotions on the virtual platform.   

Ms Sarojani Ayyapath 

Headmistress-Secondary Section 

From the Desk of the 
Headmistress- Secondary Section 



A Moment of Pride 



Sacred Bond 

Mentoring Ceremony 

In order to help our pupils of Grade 10 combat the challenges of the ongoing pandemic and 
the consequent lockdown during this crucial year of their life, the Mentoring Ceremony was 
organised to be held on the digital platform on Thursday, 5th November, 2020.  
To maintain the sanctity of this pious occasion, all the mentors and their mentees were 
requested to be dressed in a decent white attire and attend the Ceremony with either a lamp 
or candle to be lit towards the end of the Ceremony, signifying the symbolic spreading of the 
light and warmth of knowledge. By the end of the Ceremony the mentees were more than 
happy to find themselves under the protective shelter of their mentors, who, they knew 
would be constantly present by their side to guide them, console them and be their strength. 

Sharing the guiding light 



Annual Day 

Grade 1 

On 8th January, 2021, Grade 1 pupils celebrated their first ever Virtual Annual day 
function with great zeal and enthusiasm on the Zoom platform.  
This occasion was graced by the presence of the Staff members of our sister concerns. 
It was a show solely conceptualized, designed and executed by the pupils and faculty of 
our School.  
The title of the annual day “       2     ”, was presented meticulously.  
It is rightly said, “If you are not willing to learn, no one can help you. If you are 
determined to learn, no one can stop you”.  
The annual day of Grade 1 was a moment of celebration where each and every child got 
an opportunity to participate and showcase their talent on the online platform. It was a 
joyous occasion, which gave us an opportunity to showcase the talents of our pupils 
and for parents it was a matter of great pride to watch them perform on the virtual 
platform.  
The play that was devised ‘      2     ’, had four scenes showing the journey of learning 
from Gurukul to Google amidst the Corona pandemic and gave a strong message that 
learning will never stop and nothing can stop our pupils from gaining knowledge and 
increasing their learning curves.  
The cultural event was set rolling by evoking the blessings of the almighty.  
The audience was seamlessly transported to the era of Gurukul education and they 
relished their journey from the Gurukul to the Virtual learning platform. The dances, 
performances and the dialogues bewitched each one.  
The tale was told lucidly and each pupil portrayed the character with elegance. The 
journey of the play inspired our audience. The show not only enchanted all but it also 
brought to the fore the talent of the pupils which have been unlocked in this attempt.  
Guests and parents were highly appreciative of the level of preparation that had gone 
into organising such an event on the virtual platform. Everyone present was 
unanimous in stating that the event had been a great success.  
We at Pawar Public School, Chandivali strongly believe that we should never stop 
learning, no matter what the conditions and the obstacles are, if we are determined to 
learn no one can stop us.  



Annual Day 



Annual Day 

Grade 2 

The much anticipated Annual Day for Grade 2 was celebrated on the 29th January, 2021. 
This was the first Virtual Annual Day conducted and will be etched in the minds of the 
pupils as well as the facilitators. It began at 6:30 p.m. by admitting the parents and their 
wards into the zoom meeting.  Simultaneously, the presentations consisting of the 
activities, competitions and the celebrations conducted throughout the academic year 
2020-2021 was displayed for the parents. The youtube link was then shared in the chat for 
all the invitees.   
The one hour programme, titled CVC- Covid versus Community Warriors was viewed by all 
with comments given by the parents. The programme portrayed the community workers 
amidst the covid-19 pandemic situation and the services rendered by these frontline 
workers. It depicted the role of the doctors, nurses, policemen, facilitators, vegetable 
vendors, pharmacists in various languages communicating one message – FOLLOW THE 
RULES – WEAR A MASK, WASH HANDS WITH THE SANITISER and KEEP A 6 METRE 
DISTANCE. STAY SAFE and STAY HEALTHY. The sequential display of skit, song and dance 
kept the audience entertained and glued to their screens with awe and amazement. The 
spectacular performances of the pupils were beyond description. The efforts of the 
facilitators and the supporting staff were clearly envisaged through the programme. This 
annual day programme is indeed a memorable and an unforgettable one!!!!! 
 

The eloquent, fluent, articulate, expressive speakers of Grade 2 



Annual Day 

Immeasurably graceful and dainty performers of Grade 2 



Annual Day 

Grade 3 

The Annual Day of Grade 3 titled 2020 a Positive Wave was a grand show which was 
organized and shared online on 19th January, 2021. While relationships aren’t always easy, 
they are some of the greatest gifts we have, this is what Grade 3 showcased; the importance 
of building and maintaining a strong relationship with family, friends, nation and 
environment.  
It was a truly successful event in many ways. Most importantly, it gave facilitators a 
platform to help pupils showcase their extracurricular abilities. The event also brought 
parents, grandparents and children together who enjoyed watching the show live on 
Youtube.  

Talent unlimited 



Annual Day 

Grade 4 

Annual Day is the most important event in the school calendar. On 7th January, 2021, our 
school organised its first ever virtual annual day celebration. The title of the show was 
DEKHO INDIA DEKHO. The entire show was compiled and converted into a Youtube link. All 
the pupils, their parents, staff and other respected invitees attended the function. The pupils 
of Grade 4 got a chance to display their talent in front of a big audience. The talented pupils 
presented mesmerizing cultural events such as dances, skits and songs. The cultural show 
began with a prayer song. It was a well-organised show. The cultural performances were 
beautifully presented and thus entertained the audience. The audience comprising pupils 
and parents enjoyed the programme to the core. At last, the much awaited event was the 
grand finale dance. The success of this event could not have been possible without the 
commendable effort and meticulous planning by our facilitators. 

Watching our pupils perform on Youtube 



Annual Day 

Grade 5 

‘Reality is that which, when you stop believing in it, doesn't go away.’ 
This is what our budding performers of Grade 5 on 5th February, 2021 showcased through 
their virtual annual day ‘BIGG BOSS – REALITY BYTES’, a brilliant attempt to bring reel life 
to real life. 
Based on the reality show ‘Bigg Boss’, where the contestants are put  together in an 
enclosed space, with no contact with the outside world, the same was experienced by us 
during the Covid 19 lockdown, wherein we were restricted to our homes. Being confined 
to the four walls of our homes sometimes led to irritation, frustration, anger and discord 
which we vented out on our family members. Children were frustrated not being able to 
move out, meet friends, play, enjoy and eat their favourite food. The pupils highlighted the 
various physical and mental stress that we went through, but also made us realise the 
importance of remaining calm during difficult times and how essential it is to respect food. 
They taught us that our family is everything, it helps us deal with loneliness and fight odd 
times, strengthens our unity and saves us from all difficulties. The important life lesson 
that we learnt was ‘Where there is a will there is a way.’  
The virtual annual day brought out the enthusiasm in the pupils and they put all their 
efforts to make it an extraordinary affair. It was an exceptionally memorable day for the 
pupils of Grade 5. 

The rising stars of Grade 5 



Ready, Get, Set, Go… 

Virtual Sports Day 

The first Virtual Sports Day was held on Thursday, 18th  February, 2021 for the pupils 
of the Elementary section.  
The Aarohan, virtual sports day started with the facilitators playing a video, exhibiting 
the welcome address by the pupils and the release of the mascot. Pupils sang ‘Aarohan’ 
sports song, thereafter a video on the  School’s Flag hoisting was played. The run by 
the torch bearer and the spectacular display of the March Past by the pupils of the five 
houses i.e., Prithvi, Agni, Akash, Jal and Vayu; left every spectator with the feel of being 
on our school’s ground. All the pupils took the Sports Oath which was followed by the 
opening of the sports meet.  
The pupils introduced and explained the different aspects of drill and its overall 
benefits towards fitness and sportsmanship development. This was followed by a well 
synchronized live drill by the children under the guidance of the Physical Education 
facilitators. The pupils gave an excellent concluding speech which was followed by a 
mesmerizing performance by the tiny tots of Nursery. 
After the final speech, the pupils proposed vote of thanks which was followed by the 
Closing ceremony. 
The Annual Sports Day of our school was conducted online this year for the Primary 
Section on 23rd February, 2021. The pupils were very excited, after all this was the time 
to enjoy beyond their academics.  
The event commenced with the welcome speech, releasing of balloons and rendering 
of the melodious sports song by the school choir. The pupils then took the oath. After 
administering the oath, our Principal declared the Virtual Sports Day -Aarohan open. 
He also delivered a short speech explaining to them the significance of sports in pupils’ 
lives.  
The pupils performed live on the Zoom platform: Grade 2 performed Aerobics, Grade3- 
Fitness drill exercise, Grade4- Aerobics drill Zumba and Grade 5- Yoga display. Each 
and every one participated whole heartedly and with great enthusiasm. They enjoyed 
performing from their home on Zoom for the Virtual Sports day.  
The Sports Day concluded with the Vote of Thanks given to each and every one who 
helped in making this event successful. The joyful evening came to an end with 
everyone logging out with memories to cherish.  
The  pupils of the Secondary Section celebrated the Sports Day on 24th February with 
much pomp and show. The pupils of Grade 6 gracefully displayed their Aerobics skill, 
their immediate seniors, the pupils of Grade 7 exhibited their acumen through the 
Zumba drill display and the pupils of Grade 8 becalmed the audience with the chosen 
yoga display. 
The day ended with the lowering of the School Flag only to unfurl the next year. 



Ready, Get, Set, Go…  

Virtual Sports Day 

Sporting the sports 



Project Display 

Our school organized a platform for the pupils whereby every child of the Elementary 

section got an opportunity to showcase their talents. The ‘Project Display’ was conducted 

on 15th, 16th and 17th March, 2021 in a systematic manner. The pupils conducted their 

presentation Roll number wise as per the dates allotted. They were given a time limit of 4 

minutes to present their live performance. Each Grade was given three topics keeping the 

age criteria in mind. The pupils had to choose any one topic out of the three optional topics.  

The topics were- 

Nursey -The Calendar (Months of the year), My Dreamland (Cartoon characters), Jo Dikhta 

Hai Woh Bikta Hai (Advertisements). 

Jr KG-Wriggle Creepy Crawlies ,Our Galaxy  and Community Helpers 

Sr KG- Dance Forms of Different States, Let’s Calculate (Mathematics concept) or Little 

Einstein’s at Work (Young Scientist). 

Grade 1-Our Galaxy, Little Einstein’s at work and My Techno Friend  

Project and Perform 



Project Display 

The pupils performance was outstanding and innovative on all three days. Tremendous hard 

work was put by the parents in the making of the handmade costume in accordance with 

their pupils selected topic. Each pupil confidently and enthusiastically spoke and performed 

their acts energetically and without any additional support, which was remarkable. The 

facilitators were astonished to watch their versatile and marvellous performances in the form 

of dance, music, mimicry, mono acting, child friendly experiments. The Project Display 

encouraged our pupils to learn from each other, adopt innovative techniques and hone their 

skills. To give the Midas touch each pupil handled their props effortlessly.  



The World At Our Fingertips 

Virtual Field Trip- Nursery to Grade 1 

The Pupils of Jr KG and Sr KG went on a Virtual field trip on Thursday, 11th February and the 
pupils of Nursery and Grade 1 experienced it on Friday, 12th February, 2021. The children of 
the  Nursery studied Life in nature during their field trip. The children of Jr KG went on a 
virtual field trip to Singapore, Sr KG to Dubai and Grade 1 to Dominos Pizza.  
The facilitators did their best to make the virtual trip feel as realistic as possible by asking 
the pupils to wear their ID card, pack their bags and show their passport in order to replicate 
the experience of taking a field trip to a foreign country. Breaks were given at regular 
intervals for the pupils to rest and have their snacks. 
The pupils of Nursery, Jr KG and Sr KG enjoyed the virtual trip and learnt about the animals 
and plants. The pupils of Grade 1 learnt how to make a Pizza.  This field trip gave the pupils 
an opportunity to explore and learn about different places in a way that allows them to have 
fun while staying safe. 

A break in routine and an adventure that opens  
up children’s minds to new things 



The World At Our Fingertips 

Virtual Field Trip – Grade 2 to Grade 5 

On 5th February, 2021 virtually the pupils from Grade 2 to Grade 5 visited Mysuru zoo. That 
was a big change for everyone as the pupils got a closer view of the animals. The details about 
the history and the maintenance were very appealing and fascinating. Pupils were awestruck 
by the information provided and the trip definitely enriched their understanding. Though it 
was virtual, all the viewers were enthralled  to see different animals and how they are treated 
in a friendly manner. The bond between the animals and their trainers was worth watching. 

It takes nothing for a human to be kind to an animal 



Virtual Field Trips 

Secondary Section 

Nothing beats an exciting hands on experience to deepen learning. The magic of a field 
trip cannot be undermined as it acts as a break in routine and provides an adventure 
that opens up pupils minds to new things.  
The pupils of Grade 6 to Grade 8 enjoyed their virtual field trip on Saturday, 
13th February 2021.  
The pupils and the facilitators of Grade 6 along with the dignitaries invited for the 
virtual field trip embarked upon an enchanting and informative journey that took 
them through the following realms of our very own 'HIDDEN GEMS IN AND AROUND 
AMCHI MUMBAI. The journey began by showing the phenomenon that explained the 
three-fold increase in Mumbai's flamingo population. 
The pupils were then taken on an enthralling journey, to travel one of the strongest 
marine forts of India - Murud- Janjira and experience the historical importance of the 
place. Then, the pupils learnt about the importance of the new aircraft carrier INS 
Vikramaditya.  
The Virtual Field Trip of Grade 7 began with a glimpse of the enchanting sunrise from 
Pokhara, Nepal. Then, the pupils continued their enthralling journey with the 
renowned broadcaster and natural historian, Sir David Attenborough, to experience 
and celebrate our planet’s natural beauty while learning what we must preserve for 
man and nature to thrive.  
Next was a joyous journey to Jodhpur, the blue city of Rajasthan. 
Finally, they travelled to Lapland to view the astonishing natural phenomenon, a Polar 
Night. 
The Virtual Field Trip of Grade 8 included a safari in Ranthambore National Park 
followed by a visit to marvel at the magnificent forts of Rajasthan. Being one with 
nature…a coup d’ oeil at ‘Gods’ own country, reveled in the glory of scenic beauty. 
The Grade 9 facilitators and the pupils accompanied by the invited dignitaries went for 
a virtual field trip on Saturday, 16th January, 2021, visiting Aircraft Pantry and 
Antarctica. Later they explored the importance of INS Vikramaditya. 
On 16th January, 2021, the pupils and the facilitators of Grade 10 embarked upon an 
adventurous and informative journey that took them through the realms of earth, 
water and air.  
The pupils of the Secondary Section virtually visited, of course without booking tickets 
and applying for Visas, many God own cities, towns and countries on their Virtual Field 
trips. Here is a glimpse of the experience of the Grade 10 pupils… 



Virtual Field Trips 

Secondary Section 

Finally comes the time to test the knowledge gained 

The pupils were first taken to space to explore the cosmos. Next, they were flown down to 
Hampi in India to learn more about the Puzzling Pillars of the Vittala Temple. Thereafter, 
together they dived into the deepest part of the Pacific Ocean, the Mariana Trench and tried 
to unravel its mystery.  
Finally, the pupils were given a treat for their eyes with a glimpse of the Great Barrier Reef in 
Australia to know more about the need to conserve it. At the end, the pupils also answered a 
questionnaire in the Google Form that included pupils’ feedback about the virtual field trip.  



Our Nation, Our Pride 

Independence Day 

Independence Day, 2020 was a unique experience for our pupils as with the pandemic still 
on, they were unable to participate in the flag hoisting ceremony in the school premises; 
yet, they eagerly took part in the online ceremonies conducted on that day.  
On 15th August, 2020, our pupils virtually witnessed the flag hoisting ceremony on the 
occasion of the Independence Day celebration. The pupils also watched the recorded 
ceremony of the flag being hoisted by the Principal of our school and listened carefully to 
his motivational speech.  
Amidst the pandemic situation and the consequent lockdown, the patriotic feelings were 
ruling the heart of the pupils, who, in the Pre-Primary and Primary Grades attired 
appropriately to suit the occasion, recited self-composed poems and displayed their art 
work to glorify the rich culture of India. The pupils of the Secondary Section put up 
presentations, both individually and in groups, delivered speeches, composed poems and 
presented them online.  
With much fervour, they watched the video showing the freedom struggle of India.  
Although a virtual event cannot replace a real one, the pupils capability of adapting to new 
situations was clearly evident. With the spirit of nationalism in their hearts, the 
Independence Day celebrations ended with all singing the National song. 

Proud to be an Indian 



Teacher’s Day Celebration 

On Teachers’ day, PPS Chandivali staff went a step further by showing their incredible creative 
skills recording dance and video performances. It was not just the facilitator’s individual 
brilliance but also the tech team’s fabulous editing skills that mesmerized everyone in the 
virtual event through slick videos. There were laughs, appreciation and bonding between 
members which made the evening special amidst these stressful times. 

Facilitators are filled with hard work & creativity 



Shouldering Responsibilities 

11th Investiture Ceremony 

26th January, 2021 being the Republic Day, witnessed a virtual celebration of hoisting the 
flag and the Principal addressing the staff and pupils of the school. 
This was followed by the First Virtual Investiture Ceremony, wherein the newly selected 
and elected members of the pupil Council were invested with the honour of being the office 
bearers for the next academic year, 2021-2022. 
The School pupil Council Members were unanimously selected by the Selection Committee 
comprising the Principal, the Chief Administrative Officer, the Head Mistresses and the 
Coordinators. The House Council Members of the five Houses were prudently elected by the 
pupils of Grade 5 to Grade 10 on 19th January, 2021. A google form link was shared to the 
pupils and they voted for the candidates of their choice. The Council participants were given 
the opportunity to canvass for their respective posts during the interaction time with the 
house members. A video of their speeches was played for canvassing.  
The Head Girl on behalf of all the office bearers took the oath. Our Principal gave the 
Keynote address. The ceremony ended on a positive note ‘The change will always come with 
challenges’. 

Budding Leaders 



Our school contributed its bit in spreading awareness about wearing masks prudently and also 
shared a Do IT Yourself video in the month of April, 2020 on how to make masks in case of a 
shortage of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) in the market. 

Self Help is the Best Help 

A video link was shared with the pupils on E-Campus regarding the same. In this brief 
demonstration, our Art and Craft facilitators showed different ways to make protective masks. 
The 7-minute video tutorial covered sewing and non-sewing methods of making a face mask 
capable enough to keep the deadly virus at bay. 

COVID mask-making activity 

Best out of waste 

Not all masks are expensive 

Get Set Go! 

I am ready with my  
mask where is yours? 



Our Student care cell, Performing Arts Department, Art & Craft Department, P. E. Department 
and the Librarians conducted online activity classes for all the pupils in the month of April and 
May, 2020. In the backdrop of COVID 19 pandemic and uncertainty about lockdown, all the 
pupils were homebound, with no socialization or opportunity to meet their friends and 
relatives. So, to ease up the situational stress, our faculty members had conducted online 
activities for all the pupils. It included storytelling, puzzles and riddles, quiz, videos and articles 
on gross motor and fine motor skills, cognitive development, positive mental health and 
positive thinking. The efforts were well appreciated by the pupils and the parents. 

Care to Calm 

Play & Practise…Be Active 

The COVID-19 resulted in schools shut all across the world. Globally, over 1.2 billion pupils are 
out of the classroom As a result, education has changed dramatically, with the distinctive rise 
of e-learning, whereby teaching is undertaken remotely and on digital platforms.   
 

In the month of May, our facilitators from the Pysical Education Department created videos for 
pupils from Nursery to Grade 10 to stay active during the lockdown. 
 

More than 60 different activities were included in these videos. To mention a few are the 
activities of sorting out the pulses, recreational game with pen and pencil, building house with 
cards, surya namaskar, hanger drill and carrom techniques. 
These videos were uploaded on E-Campus, once a  week in the month of May, which helped 
the pupils to motivate themselves to stay healthy, confident and positive during the pandemic. 
 



Forever for You 

Father’s Day 

“A father is someone who holds you when you cry, scolds you when you break the rules, shines 
with pride when you succeed, and has faith in you even when you fail…”   
Father’s Day is a celebration which honours fathers and celebrates fatherhood, parental bonds 
and the role of fathers in shaping the lives of their children.  
The pupils of Junior KG celebrated Father’s Day virtually, on Friday, 19th June, 2020. They 
showcased their love and respect for their fathers through various activities like card making, 
reciting poems and preparing delicious sandwiches for them. The children also spoke a few 
sentences to express their love for their father’s. This online celebration was a memorable 
event which for sure the children and their fathers will cherish for their lifetime. 

My dad, my superhero 



Blow to Brighten Up 

Bubble Day 

                                                                   May all life’s bubbles be 
                                                          As bright, with tints of rosy hope, 
                                                              As these which now we see. 
 
Do you remember playing with bubbles either while bathing as children or blowing them? 
The facilitators tried to give the children the same kind of experience. Our super bubbly 
children of Nursery had great fun chasing and bursting thousands of bubbles on Friday, 26th 
June, 2020, as it was celebrated as ‘Bubble Day’ at a zoom meeting during Language Skill. A 
small video was created to show our pupils how to make the bubbles using liquid soap / 
shampoo. Wow! With their parents' support once it was made, there was no stopping them 
from bursting the bubbles.  

Bubbles, bubbles everywhere 



Narrate and Nurture 

Puppet Show 

A puppet is a powerful medium of storytelling, it not only helps to strengthen language skills 
but also helps to ingrain values and open the minds of children to a new world of imagination.  
An online puppet show was organised on Friday, 19th June, 2020 by the facilitators of Senior 
KG. The puppet show which was based on the theme ‘My Family’ was kept a secret until the 
pupils joined their class and they were all elated with this surprise. A well-modulated voice 
and hand puppets kept the pupils engaged in the show. It was a joyful learning session for the 
pupils. 

Using puppets to teach 



Dance & Be Merry 

Family Dance Troupe Day 

On 22nd July, 2020 Wednesday, the Nursery section celebrated National Parents Day 
wherein the entire family had to perform a dance hence we named it ‘FAMILY DANCE 
TROUPE’. A tremendous effort was put in by the parents as they made a 3-minute video 
and shared it through ‘screen share’ on Zoom.  
During the event, siblings, parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts of the pupils put their 
best foot forward. There were many different dance styles and each and every 
performance was commendable. It was a day filled with entertainment. A token of 
appreciation in the form of an e-certificate was emailed to each family that participated.  
Especially during the lockdown, it was a very good opportunity for the family to get 
together and drive away their blues. Heartfelt thanks to the parents for their enthusiasm 
and for making this day a memorable one for all of us. 

Dancing with family adds colour to life 



Serve to Save 

World Doctors’ Day 

The pupils of the Nursery Section celebrated Doctors’ Day on 1st July, 2020. Various pictures of 
different  specialised  medical practitioners and their expertise were explained through a PPT. 
The Pupils, with the help of their parents, were asked to send a ‘Thank You’ note either 
through  an email or a phone call to their respective family doctors. 

Express…Emote…Enjoy 

World Emoji Day 

The pupils of Junior KG celebrated  the World Emoji Day on Friday, 17th July, 2020. Children 
were told about how emojis help in expressing different feelings and emotions. They were 
also introduced to Shigetaka Kurita of Japan, who made the first emoji in the year 1990 and 
to Jeremy Burge, who founded World Emoji Day in the year 2014. The facilitators narrated a 
story depicting various emotions and also played games. The pupils expressed their happiness 
in being connected with their friends and facilitators through a digital platform by making 
creative Emoji cards. 

When words fall short, emojis make up for it 



Nuture the Nature 

World Nature Conservation Day 

World Nature Conservation Day is celebrated on 28th July every year. To raise awareness 
about the conservation of nature and stress on the importance of preserving our natural 
resources and taking care of our environment, on World Nature Conservation Day, the pupils 
of Nursery were told how to care for the environment by spreading messages like Reduce, 
Reuse, and Recycle. Regularly clean up the community, conserve water, and plant a tree as 
trees provide food and oxygen, to buy less plastic and bring a reusable shopping bag, get your 
vehicles checked for PUC, not to use plastic bags, keep our water sources clean through  a 
PPT.  
 
As the theme in Nursery was Transport Toys, World Nature Conservation Day was clubbed 
with the theme and well explained to the pupils. 

Towards A Bright & 
Responsible Future 

Model United Nations 

The Model United Nations is a platform to educate pupils about public speaking, debate, 
diplomacy, problem-solving, persuasive writing and teamwork. During the extended 
lockdown period, it was imperative to provide our pupils with a platform that would 
broaden their horizons and empower them to become effective change agents and leaders 
of the future.  
Our School organised a Virtual Orientation Programme in collaboration with IIMUN on 23rd 
July, 2020 for the pupils of Grade 6 to Grade 10.  
In this orientation programme, pupils were briefed about the workings of the Model United 
Nations and the benefits of attending such MUN conferences.  
From time to time our pupils were given opportunities to explore the importance of public 
speaking by participating in the Virtual Digital Conferences based on various MUN Inter-
school competitions organised by reputed Organisations such as IIMUN, BISHOP, 
INTERNATIONAL CRISIS SUMMIT and DIMOSIA.  
The overwhelming response that we received from our pupils had further inspired and 
motivated us to continue with such endeavours in future. 



A Step towards being Actizens 

Desh Apnayen 

To create good citizens, democrats and good active leaders, in short ‘Actizens’, our school, 
in collaboration with the Desh Apnayen Sahayog Foundation, organised monthly activities 
and various competitions for the pupils based on themes like Biodiversity, Framing the 
Constitution, Gender Sensitivity etc.  
The following activities and competitions were conducted for the pupils of Grade 5 to 
Grade 10.  
• Grade 5- Nutrition  and Meal Planning 
• Grade 6- Time to Share the Load & Poster Making to create awareness on Biodiversity 
• Grade 7- To create a digital Country and framing the Constitution and writing 

the  Preamble for their digital country. 
• Grade 8- Atma Nirbhar - Audit on Indian goods. 
• Grade 9- Drafting a policy for reopening the school amidst Covid-19. E-Booklet on 

Traditional Cuisines. 
• Grade 10 - E-Booklet on Traditional Cuisines Competitions. 
 

Competitions: 
• Inter- School Group Presentation - My Country, My Pride 
• Inter-School contest - Inspired by Gandhiji 

Atma Nirbhar Bharat 



Listened to Light Up 

Keep Moving Movement (KMM) 

Life School Foundation, a non-profit organisation, had initiated a programme called KMM, 
Keep Moving Movement, dedicated towards building a ‘Culture of Inspiration’ amongst the 
teaching and pupil community. The philosophy of the organisation is based on its belief that 
our life remains incomplete until we receive inspiration.  
The benevolent resource persons from team KMM lent their precious time in imparting 
values and profound lessons on life skills to our pupils of Grade 10, who are on the verge of 
confronting the vast world outside. Seven interesting, pupil friendly and enlightening 
sessions were conducted over a span of four months from July 2020 to October 2020.  
During the course of the sessions, the unique concept of the GLAD man / woman with a cape 
adequately impacted our pupils to explore their super powers. The breathing exercises also 
aptly conveyed the insightful message, ‘Live well, breathe well!’ and were highly appreciated 
by the pupils. The sessions were executed perfectly to impact the mind of the young adults. 

There is no higher religion than human service 
To work for the common good is the greatest creed 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                              



A Festival That Binds Us 

Making Eco Friendly Ganesha 

The whole world being in virtual mode, our school celebrated the first ever ‘Virtual Ganesh 
Chathurthi ’ by organising  an Eco friendly Ganesha making activity for the pupils. This 
activity was conducted from 18th August, 2020 to 20th August, 2020.  
The pupils of Grade 2 created their own unique Bappa with leaves, colours and other 
decorations. They showed great enthusiasm and excitement. It was one small step towards 
educating them on the importance of celebrating festivals in an eco-friendly manner.  
The pupils of Grade 3 used clay or all-purpose flour dough to make Ganesha idols. A video 
was shown to explain the steps of making the Ganesha idol. Though a virtual class activity, 
the pupils really enjoyed and participated with full enthusiasm. They made beautiful and 
colourful idols. It was a great learning experience and an opportunity to express their 
creativity.  
The pupils of Grade 4 exhibited their creativity by making Ganesha idols out of newspaper 
and coloured paper. They learnt that it is important to respect our traditions and celebrate 
festivals without polluting  our environment.  
The pupils of Grade 5 drew an image of Lord Ganesha and used different grains to decorate it. 
They showed immense enthusiasm and thoroughly enjoyed the activity. The objective of this 
activity was to instill in them the importance of  conserving Mother Earth and paving a 
greener foundation for our future generations.  
The pupils of the Secondary Section tried their best to present their work artistically and the 
essence of their work could be seen when they presented Lord Ganesha made from different 
materials as guided by the facilitators from the Arts Department. 

Lord Ganesha’s grace enlightens our lives 



Fit and Fine 

Khelo India Fitness Assessment Webinar 

The Khelo India Fitness Assessment for school going children, Our Hon’ble PM of India had 
launched the Khelo India Mobile Application in February, 2019 a first of its kind initiative by 
the government of India to help schools to do Physical fitness assessment of their children of 
(class 1 to 12). The main objective behind this idea is to (a)Physical Fitness of all Children (b) 
Identification of Potential Sports Talent.   
The Khelo India Mobile Application has been developed by Sports Authority of India. 
The age appropriate Khelo India Battery of fitness Assessment tests to be considered while 
assessing the children were shared with the school team. 
This webinar was very informative and was helpful to identify pupils’ talent and potential in 
the sports field. 

Body Composition Coordinating Static Balance 

Partial Curl-up Flexibility Push up for boys and girls 

600 Meter Run Speed 50 mt. Dash 



Love in Abundance 

Aan Baan Shaan 

Grandparents are the “Aan Baan Shaan” of every family, their love for their grandchildren 
is profound and deep. Grandparents’ Day for the Pre-primary section of PPSC was 
celebrated virtually on 9th, 10th and 11th of September, 2020 respectively. An advantage that 
came out of an online Grandparents’ Day was that grandparents from any place even outside 
of Mumbai were able to join the celebration. The theme of the event was ‘Stylish Red Carpet’ 
and it was a great feeling to see many grandparents dressed stylishly.  
The grandparents, along with their grandchildren, actively and enthusiastically participated 
in different activities like Antakshari, one-minute games and many more enjoyable 
activities; they were also given an opportunity to showcase their talents. The grandparents 
who attended the event felt very special and were overwhelmed with positive emotions. The 
event was a great success and it ended with the blessings of all the grandparents, with the 
hope that they continue to enrich our lives with the valuable contributions that emerge from 
their experiences. 

Grandparents make life grand 



Story, Lullaby & Sleep 

Pyjama Party 

On 30th September, 2020, an online Pyjama Party was hosted for the pupils of the Nursery 
Section. The objective of the Pyjama Party was to instill a sense of independence amongst 
children, to develop moral values and good habits in them.  
The event started at 7:30 p.m. The pupils dressed up in their snazziest night dresses and 
carried their favourite soft toy to the sleepover with them. It was really an amazing 
experience to see all of them in their colourful pyjamas. The facilitators had planned 
various entertaining activities for them like games, movies, stories and songs.  
The Pyjama Party began with the screening of a popular cartoon movie followed by a small 
prayer before having dinner. The parents and grandparents had fun playing the Family 
Game. After that there was a light exercise for the children in the form of taking a walk 
around their respective homes. Then they were told to brush their teeth and say ‘Goodnight’ 
to everyone and go to their bed with their story books. At the end of the day, the pupils 
slipped into their blankets to rest on their pillows and listen to the facilitator read some 
bedtime stories. After the reading of the story, there was a nice lullaby played for the kids, 
after which all the pupils went to sleep. 

Bedtime – inhale peace, exhale happiness 



Forgive & Forget 

Forgiveness Day 

The pupils of the Nursery Section celebrated Forgiveness Day on 7th September. The 
importance and meaning of ‘forgiveness’ was explained. Forgiveness is the greatness of a 
person to let go of others' mistakes and move on with good feelings and thoughts for that 
person or incident.  
The facilitators shared a short story (video) on Forgiveness- the story of ‘Angry Bee’ they 
also Shared songs on Forgiveness. 



The Crafty Elves 

Craft Competition 

Every child is an artist, said Pablo Picasso.  
The virtual platform endowed an opportunity to our young artists to showcase and share 
their  creative, artistic and ingenious talent by decorating the envelopes and exhibiting an 
amazing craft work. This fun filled activity witnessed an enthusiastic participation. 

Creativity is contagious 

The Crafty Elves 

Solo Dance Competition 

Dancing is like dreaming with your feet. The pupils of Grade 1 displayed their dancing talent. 
Diverse performances on the theme ‘Festival’ were witnessed. Folk and free style dancing on 
regional languages was a treat to the eyes. 

Happiness is dancing 



Online Competitions 

Fancy Dress Competition 

The motto of the Fancy Dress Competition was to emotionally engage the pupils who have 
been at home for six months. The kids were enthusiastic as virtual competition was a new 
concept for them. Through their attire and dialogue delivery, they depicted the character 
brilliantly. The topics given were:  
1) Trash to Treasure 2) Health is Wealth 3) Cleanliness is next to Godliness  
4)  My Neighbourhood Store 

Our show stoppers- simple but significant 

‘Competitions keep us active and dynamic, motivate us and inspire creativity’  
The pupils of Grade 2 were given an opportunity to showcase their talent through the online 
competitions. There were 3 optional competitions besides the mandatory competitions. 
Pupils were required to participate in any one of the three categories of their choice.  
1) Performing Arts – ACT-O-MANIA (Fancy Dress); 2) Fine Arts - My House  
3) English - Tell a Tale  
They were sincerely involved in the competition and given the virtual space where they could 
share their own digital content, their intrinsic motivation went through the roof. They 
participated enthusiastically and came up with interesting ideas, glimpses of which are 
shared below. 

Creativity- A natural extension of enthusiasm 



Online Competitions 

Trash to Treasure (Craft), Poster making (Social science), Hindi Poetry Recitation, and Marathi 
Storytelling were the competitions conducted for Grade 3. It was a new innovative idea and a 
fun filled experience for the pupils. They enjoyed the virtual competitions and participated 
enthusiastically. These competitions helped in enhancing their creativity and thinking ability. It 
also helped in boosting their confidence and allowed the pupils to display his/her talent. 

Talent unlimited 

Online competitions encourage pupils to develop a healthy and positive attitude, adopt 
innovative techniques and hone their skills. Grade-4 pupils enjoyed participating in various 
online competitions indeed they learnt a lot about technology through this new way of 
learning. All the participants gave their best and performed par excellence. The competitions 
showcased the talents of the pupils in different areas like cooking, dramatics, mono acting 
and  languages.  
MARATHI- Lajjat Padarthanchi  
The participants made simple and tasty recipes and explained the method of preparation in 
Marathi. It was fun watching them as chefs. They presented easy and fast recipes and were 
involved in the preparation with lots of enthusiasm. 

Future chefs 



Online Competitions 

Hindi- Kathakathan 
Knowing a language is not important but the message conveyed through the story can have an 
impact only when it is presented in simple words with the right expressions, voice modulation, 
intonation and pause. All the participants performed very well. 

Confident orators 

English- Create a story using puppets 
Participants created their own story using puppet/ puppets of their choice. They presented 
their act very effectively. They used different technical skills. They were confident and relaxed 
while performing in front of the camera. 

Competent story tellers 

Drama – mono acting act-o-mania theme 
The participants relived the characters. The voice quality and language command was 
commendable. It was a great experience to watch them perform online. 

Drama queens 



Online Competitions 

‘The best part of competition is that through it we discover what we are capable of and how 
much more we can actually do than we ever believed possible.’  
The Online Competitions organised for the pupils of Grade 5, encouraged them to develop a 
healthy and positive attitude, adopt innovative techniques and hone their skills. There were 
optional competitions such as, Solo Singing -Hindi Patriotic Bollywood/ Non Bollywood 
Number’, ‘Hindi Story Telling/Marathi Mono Acting’ and ‘Computer Science Poster Making – 
One Hand Safe Distance From Corona’. Each pupil had to choose any one competition. They 
were humble enough to prepare while exploring and retaining their creative aspects thus 
engaging in productive activities during their stay inside their houses.  Each competition had 
different criteria's for judging , such as creativity, thoughtfulness, use of graphics, formatting 
tools, content, presentation, pronunciation and expression. It was a wonderful experience 
for the pupils and the online presentation added novelty to this competition. 

Music connects people 

Putting ideas into the world  
through their stories 

Born actors 

Design is to invent with intent 



Basic Mathematical Skill 
Competition 

Basic Mathematics Skill Competition was conducted for our young and smart mathematicians of 
Grade 1 to Grade 5 on 29th September, 2020, 6th October, 2020 and 1st December, 2020, during their 
regular virtual classes. It not only tested the mathematical skills of the pupils but also the technical 
skills.  
The Competition was conducted in the form of a MCQ on Google Form, with age appropriate questions 
which were challenging and interesting. We had pupils securing perfect score. 

The rising stars 



Physical Education Workshop 

The Association of ICSE Schools in Maharashtra conducted an online workshop for 
Physical Education facilitators on 11th and 12th September, 2020 focussing on the 
conduct of Physical Education activities online. There were various sessions conducted by 
core committee members on the conduct of Physical Education classes online.  
The Physical Education workshop organised by AISM was indeed a fruitful experience for 
Physical Education facilitators. Significant topics were discussed in the workshop which 
will endow a new edge to the online teaching learning of Physical education. The resource 
persons, experienced veterans from AISM Core committee attended to the queries of the 
facilitators patiently and thus empowered the facilitators with substantial knowledge of 
ground realities and also with practical ideas they can easily implement into their Physical 
Education programme.  
The workshop was attended by more than 450 Physical Education facilitators from more 
than 280 Schools across Maharashtra and Goa. It was indeed a beneficial one fortifying the 
PE facilitators with crucial concepts to make Physical Education classes more lively  and 
enjoyable during this pandemic situation.  
Ms Chiranjeevi Emmanuel HOD Physical Education was given an opportunity to speak on 
the conduct of recreational games during the current situation. Her presentation was 
appreciated for the innovative ideas for conducting recreational games in the comfort of 
own homes with the material/items available at home for the Primary and the Pre-
Primary sections. 

Workshop for recreational games 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                    



                                                                     

                                                

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Family AD-MAD Show 

In some way or the other, advertisements influence us. The Family Ad-Mad Show was 
organised for the Pupils of Jr Kg on 14th October, 2020. The parents put in tremendous efforts 
as they recorded a 2-minute video brimming with creativity and shared it through ‘screen 
share’ on the Zoom platform.  
All the participants created their own innovative advertisements and showcased their 
talents. Most of the parents came up with unique ideas and well-written scripts for the 
advertisements. The activity helped pupils enhance their skills in expression, voice 
modulation and dialogue delivery. The expressions and dialogue delivery of the participants 
were exceptional, which raised their confidence and helped in perfecting their public 
speaking skills. The participants wooed the audience with their commendable acting skills 
and exhilarating performances. Kudos to the pupils and the parents!! 

The young enthusiasts acting out innovative ads 



Victory of Good Over Evil 

‘May the Victory of good over evil inspire us towards our own VICTORIES.’  
Dussehra is a colourful and vibrant festival. The pupils of Pre-Primary Section celebrated 
Dussehra on Friday, 23rd October, 2020 with great fervour and enthusiasm.  
The pupils of the Nursery Section dressed up as the characters from Ramayana and shared 
information about the same. The facilitators narrated the story of Lord Ram’s victory over 
Ravan and the message of the victory of good over evil was explained to the pupils with the 
aid of a Powerpoint presentation. Thereafter a video of the story behind the festival, 
Dussehra was shown to the pupils.  
The scenario of the story was then related to the current situation of the pupil’s lives amid 
the current COVID-19 crisis. They were encouraged to eat healthy food, wash their hands, 
wear a mask when they step outside the house etc.. in order to wisely handle the current 
circumstances. 

Good always triumphs over evil 



Fun With Mom 

‘Moms hold their children’s hands for a while, But their hearts forever.’  
‘Fun with Mom’ was celebrated with loads of love and cheer by the pupils of Sr KG, Jr KG and 
Nursery on 6th, 20th and 21st of October, 2020 respectively. A Mother is an emotional backbone 
of every family and with her patience, healing touch and hugs, she makes all things 
wonderful.  We celebrated this day with a cheerful and warm welcome to Moms and children.  
A host of fun activities and games were planned by facilitators for an eventful celebration like 
ice-breakers with laughter yoga, role reversal acting, ‘Meri Pehchaan’ where-in Mom’s 
showcased their multi-talented self by singing, dancing, magic show, paintings, fireless cooking, 
bracelet making etc.  
‘Chutki-Mein-Kamaal’ games were held including tongue twisters, prop dance etc. On this 
memorable day, Moms and children had a fun and frolic time; participating and showcasing 
their creative performances. Children were happy, appreciative and understood the importance 
of their Mom for all the small and big things she has been doing for them. 

The mother’s heart is the child’s schoolroom 



Being Gandhi 

“In a gentle way you can shake the world”.  – Mahatma Gandhi  
To commemorate the 151st birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi the pupils of Jr KG celebrated 
Gandhi Jayanti virtually on 30th September, 2020 and the pupils of Nursery and Sr KG celebrated 
it on 1st October, 2020. 
The pupils dressed up in white kurta pyjamas and some of them even dressed up as Gandhiji. A 
Powerpoint presentation on the life and teachings of Gandhiji was shown to the children. 
Gandhiji’s favourite Bhajans, “Raghupathi Raghava Raja Ram '' and “Vaishnav Janato Te Ne 
Kahiye” were also played. The facilitators told the children about the Dandi march, Swadeshi 
movement, and about how he stressed on leading a simple yet noble life. Our little ones recited 
poems and spoke a few lines about the Father of our Nation. 

In a gentle way, you can shape the world 



Basic English Language 
Proficiency Competition 

Basic English Language Proficiency Competition was conducted for Grade 1 to Grade 5 on 8th 
October, 2020, during the regular virtual classes. This competition was conducted to test the 
proficiency in written and spoken English language. Vocabulary, comprehension and grammatical 
competence were tested through a Google form. Grade 1 and Grade 2 conducted the second round 
to decide on the finalists. The pupils found this competition very competitive, interesting and 
challenging. Giving an online test was a unique experience for them. 

Language Sets You In A Corridor For Life 



Salute to the Great Leaders 

Gandhi Jayanti 

Reliving the saga… 
There are very few people in this world who have left a long-lasting impression on fellow 
beings with their ideologies and perspectives in life.  
2nd October is of great national importance. On this day, two great leaders were born in 
India- Mahatma Gandhi, the pioneer of India's freedom struggle and Lal Bahadur Shastri, 
the second Prime Minister of India. Their selfless service to the nation continues to inspire 
everyone. Some of the best national slogans came from these leaders and are still relevant 
today. While Mahatma Gandhi coined the slogan ‘Do or Die’ (Karo ya maro), Lal Bahadur 
Shastri's ‘Jai Jawan Jai Kisan’ (Hail the soldier, hail the farmer) became widely accepted. 
Gandhiji’s and Lal Bahadur Shastri’s lives are an inspiration for all of us.  
On the occasion of the 151st birth anniversary of the Father of the Nation, our school 
celebrated it with an online assembly for pupils across all Grades during the first period 
on Thursday, 1st October, 2020. The assembly started with the school prayer followed by a 
Power Point Presentation on the life of Gandhiji. The facilitator present in the online class 
also read out about the values taught by this great leader. The presentation also paid 
homage to former Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri on his birth anniversary on 2nd 
October. The pupils then watched with great enthusiasm a short video clipping from the 
movie Gandhi. They also played an exciting live Quiz based on the life of Gandhiji.  
With the spirit of nationalism in their hearts, Gandhi Jayanti celebrations concluded with 
everyone singing the National Anthem with pride. 

A glimpse into the life of Mahatma Gandhi 



EUMIND 

Connecting Across The Globe 

The ongoing pandemic and the subsequent lockdown could not dampen the spirit of the 
participants of EUMIND, the cultural and educational exchange programme between the 
pupils of the Netherlands and India. Though the pupils could not have the opportunity of 
being a part of the pupil exchange programme and neither visit the Netherlands nor host 
their Dutch counterparts, the virtual exchanges in the form of video conferences and Emails 
between the ten participating groups of Pawar Public School, Chandivali and the five groups 
each from Het Schoter and Baken Park, Netherlands, helped the participants to bond and 
know more about each other’s culture that helped them in the successful completion of all 
the projects. While one group was awarded the Certificate of Good Practice, the rest of the 
nine groups of our school were awarded the Certificate of Excellence for their commendable 
work. 

Video conference – exchange of knowledge and wisdom 



One Nation Reading 
Programme 

Rapt Readers 

“Books enable the children to view the past, use the experience for the present and dream 
for the future” 

-   Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam 
 

To commemorate the occasion of the birthday of our revered Missile Man of India, Dr A. P. J. 
Abdul Kalam on 15th October, 2020, the pupils and staff of our school observed One Nation 
Reading Programme throughout the school. The facilitators explained the significance of the 
special day with the help of a presentation to pay tribute to the stalwart who led by example. 
The pupils enjoyed reading books which was a welcome change from the routine classes. 
The reading programme started with the class facilitator reading a pledge for the same 
followed by a Power point presentation on the renowned leader.  
Thereafter, the staff and the pupils devoted half an hour to reading together in order to 
honour our former President and his magnanimous contributions. 

Dr A. P. J. Abdul Kalam- A righteous leader 



The Need of the Hour  

Mental Health Awareness Session 

On the occasion of World Mental Health Day observed on 10th October every year, the pupil 
care cell had organized an awareness program on positive mental health. It was conducted 
by Ms Priya Sabnis Are, the co-founder of the Centre for Social and Behaviour Change 
Communication (SBC3).  
With the theme ‘Mindificent and Mental Health’ Ms Priya introduced the topic of the 
importance of mental health during the pandemic. She introduced a few films and asked 
the pupils to identify the positive messages and the issues discussed through those films. A 
creative story telling activity was conducted to emphasize the importance of 
understanding our emotions and learning to express them with appropriate vocabulary.  
It’s important to nurture our mind through sharing our thoughts and emotions, accepting 
and empowering ourselves and by taking support even for mental health issues without 
attaching any stigma to it.  
Signs and symptoms to take support for positive mental health: Feeling restless; Feeling 
overwhelmed; Withdrawal – urge to stay alone, avoiding routine activities; Difficulty in 
concentration; Difficulty in breathing.  
Coping methods: Journaling – write your feelings; Talking and sharing; Meditation; 
Listening to your friend without judging; Exercise.  
The pupils appreciated the session very much and expressed that it was much needed as 
they were finding it difficult to handle the pandemic situation and still focus on studies. 



Mental Health Day 

Brushing teeth, taking bath and maybe exercising in the gym- we do a many things for self- 
care without blinking an eye. However, seldom do we pause and dive deep into other 
aspects of our well-being. We organised a session for Grade 8 and Grade 9 pupils with the 
sole objective of raising awareness around mental health issues as a part of ‘World Mental 
Health Day’. The session was conducted by Ms Priya Sabnis who is the co-founder of the 
Centre for Social and Behavior and Change Communication (SBC3)  
In the wake of an infectious disease, each one of us has been forced to observe social 
distancing, all while going through different levels of fear, uncertainty and trepidation, 
which is unprecedented in modern times. Covid has left many people lonely, vulnerable and 
pessimistic about one’s circumstances. Ms Swati apprised pupils about the mental health 
issues through an informative yet impactful workshop.  In one of the activities conducted 
pupils were asked to identify some of the problems faced by protagonists from a few 
movies. They came up with some thoughtful takes on the subject and also appreciated the 
importance of sharing their feelings and expressing themselves openly without being 
judgmental. 

Support mental health & end stigma 



Exercise and Be Energetic 

Compulsory physical education activities and weekly physical education classes were 
conducted for the pupils of the  Pre-primary, the Primary and the Secondary sections from 
the month of June-2020.  
A few of the  physical education class activities are as follows: 
a) General & specific warming up exercise ( age based ) 
b) Floor exercises , calisthenic exercises & basic fitness drills 
c)  Yoga Asanas 
d) Aerobics exercises 
e)  Fitness Drills 
f)  Standing table exercises, Sitting table exercises 
g) Shuttle run (indoor activity, knowledge) 
h) Special recreational games using home 
i) Recreational activities & fun games using home available things  
During the Summer vacation, 64 videos were uploaded and made available for pupils for 
home physical education and fitness activities. 

Fit and fine 



Mirth and Merry 

Children’s Day Celebration 

Childhood is about innocence and playfulness. It is about joy and freedom. Though the Covid 
pandemic and the resultant lockdown has prevented us from venturing outdoors, spirits 
remain high and upbeat. The same could be marked at the Children’s Day Online Celebration 
organised by our school, from Nursery to Grade 10, on 27th November, 2020. Children were 
dressed in casuals and the excitement on each child’s face was a sight to behold. The 
celebration began with the facilitators explaining the significance of Children's Day with the 
help of PPTs and videos.  
In the Elementary Section, a Puppet show was exhibited by the facilitators entertaining 
children, where they were amazed and laughed at the story of the show; whilst an important 
message was instilled about the norms of the pandemic of staying home, staying safe and 
keeping safe distance; when they are outdoors. facilitators conducted various games where 
children participated in a spirited and competitive manner. They watched a couple of 
children’s movies whilst enjoying snacks and drinking juice. With vibrant energy children 
danced to the tunes of music, on this very special day. The children experienced a power 
packed programme specially planned for them. 

The best way to make children good is to make them happy 



Every Dark Cloud Has  
A Silver Lining 

Corona Virus Campaign 

‘We are in this together, we will get through this, together.’  
On Monday, 2nd, November and Tuesday, 3rd, November 2020, the pupils of the Elementary 
section campaigned against the spread of Corona virus. The facilitators discussed the 
importance of safety and hygiene to keep COVID-19. The facilitators and the pupils 
commenced this campaign by taking a pledge to keep themselves and everyone around, 
vigilant and safe from Corona virus.  
Pupils were shown a PowerPoint Presentation wherein the facilitators explained and one-
on-one interaction was held about the do’s and don’ts - like staying indoors, maintaining 
hygiene , washing hands with soap and water thoroughly, eating healthy food, exercising, 
wearing a mask, maintaining social distance etc. and overall, not to fear the Corona virus 
and instead to take all the safety and precautionary measures, discussed.  
Thereafter the pupils made banners and wrote slogans like ‘Stay safe, stay home’, ‘Wear a 
MASK, be SAFE’ and they also drew and coloured pictures of COVID-19, planet Earth, 
themselves and their family members, with enthusiasm and sincerity. The pupils 
understood the reasons for attending online classes, staying indoors to protect everyone 
from COVID-19.  

Let’s fight against corona virus 



Partners In Progress 

Parents-Teachers Meetings 

Grade wise Parent-facilitator, Coordinator, Head Mistress, Principal General Meeting were 
conducted for Nursery to  Grade 10  in the first week of November, 2020. 
The facilitators interacted with each parent individually and tried to assess their level of 
satisfaction with online classes. Parents too, got a chance to clarify doubts regarding their 
child’s physical, mental and emotional development. They also shared their experiences of 
live classes with the educators. Many parents expressed their immense gratitude towards the 
facilitators who are teaching remotely during this pandemic. They asked for many tips and 
ideas to keep the pupils busy at home. The entire interaction was meaningful as they resolved 
to work in tandem. 

A partnership between parents and facilitators can  
make a pupil’s education more meaningful.   



National Education Day 

National education day is celebrated on 11th November to commemorate the birth anniversary 
of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the first Union Education Minister of India from 1947 to 1958.  
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad is credited with shaping the modern education system of India. It was 
under his tenure that the first IIT, IISc, School of Planning and Agriculture and the University 
Grants Commission were established. 
We, at our school, celebrated this day with lots of enthusiasm. The pupils were advised to donate 
their extra books to the children in need. They were told to render help the children to learn the 
3 R’s. 
The pupils took a pledge to impart knowledge in their own small way. 

Impart knowledge as it only helps one grow 



Creative Writing & 
Handwriting Competition 

To write means more than putting pretty words on a page; the act of writing is to share a part 
of your soul with the world. 
The pupils of Grade 3 to Grade 5 participated in ‘Creative Writing and Handwriting 
Competition’ on 23rd November, 2020. This competition was based on a picture shown to 
them. Their observation skills, interpretation of characters and setting, expression of the 
theme and elaborate detailing of events shown in the picture were appealing. They were 
tested for their creativity of thought and expression as well as their handwriting, the grace 
and flow of writing, choice of layout and margins, consistency of the size of letters, accuracy, 
neatness and correctness of spellings. This competition helped pupils unleash their creative 
side and improve language learning. 

Creativity, a natural extension of our enthusiasm 



Assessment In Progress & 
 On The Move 

In our attempt to combat the pandemic situation, our undaunting army comprising brave 
pupils and facilitators left no stone unturned to successfully accomplish the task of teaching 
and learning online. Not only were the classes and activities conducted uninterruptedly, but 
the various assessments were also successfully conducted online, reflecting the adage, ‘The 
show must go on…’ 

Online Assessment- Grade 10 



Orchestral Rendition 

As we all know during this pandemic, the school is conducting online classes. As a part of the 
Cultural activity, our pupils of Grade 9 played a composition of 
"Maati Bani's" under the guidance of our music facilitators and performed extremely well. 
They sang as well as played different musical instruments which they were having at their 
home like the shankh, damroo, the keyboard, the guitar, tabla, veena, and the ghungroo. The 
pupils enjoyed composing the track. This musical piece was played as prayer during our 
Virtual Independence Day Celebration. 



Mismatch Day 

A Mismatch Day was planned for the pupils of Nursery on 11th December, 2020. The 
pupils  were encouraged to come out of their comfort zones and come up with new and 
creative ideas using their imagination and wear clothes to reflect their mismatched 
personalities. The pupils came dressed in mismatched clothes, different pairs of socks and 
shoes and spoke about the same. A few mismatched games were organized for the pupils . 
They showed active participation in all the games and  enjoyed  mismatching the objects.  
The objective of the activity was to enable the pupil to understand the importance of 
properly dressing according to the occasion. It was a memorable experience for the pupils 
and facilitators as no one had confidently showed off this type of attire in their day-to-day 
life. 

Be creative and have fun 



National Mathematics Day 
Celebration 

National Mathematics Day is celebrated every year on 22nd December with several 
mathematical events in schools and colleges across the nation, to recognise and celebrate 
the works of Indian mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan. In the year 2012, former 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh declared 22nd December as the National Mathematics 
Day to mark the mathematician’s birth anniversary.  
To commemorate the birth anniversary of the Indian mathematical genius Srinivasa 
Ramanujan and to celebrate the spirit of mathematical learning, experience the joy of the 
mathematical sphere and to explore various mathematical concepts in a creative manner, 
National Mathematics Day was celebrated in our school in the 1st week of January for the 
Primary Section and on 22nd December, 2020 for the Secondary Section.  
The activities planned for Mathematics day were informative, engaging and entertaining. 
To begin with, across the Grades we paid tribute to the great mathematician Srinivasa 
Ramanujan by discussing his life, struggles and achievements through a PowerPoint 
presentation. The objective of the presentation was to create awareness amongst the 
pupils about the immense contribution made by this legendary Indian mathematician.  
This was followed by interesting activities planned across the Grades. pupils were seen 
challenging themselves with the activities. For Grade 1 and Grade 2 we conducted origami 
sessions where the facilitators demonstrated how a beautiful birthday cap can be made by 
paper folding. The children followed the facilitator’s instructions and appreciated how a 
piece of plain paper can be transformed into something useful. For Grade 3 to Grade 5 we 
conducted activities based on the concept of fractions. The pupils of Grade 3 learnt about 
fractions with the help of circle cut-outs. The pupils of Grade 4 learnt about fraction and 
equivalent fractions and the pupils of Grade 5 learnt about proper and improper fractions. 
In Grade 6 and Grade 7 the angle sum property of a triangle, in Grade 8 – the angle sum 
property of a quadrilateral and for Grade 9, the midpoint theorem mathematics lab activity 
were conducted successfully. Pupils also solved the mathematical puzzles.  
By virtue of these activities pupils also tried to underline another important aspect. It 
highlighted the utility of Mathematics beyond the classroom i.e., Mathematics is found in 
day-to-day life and experiences. It emphasized that Mathematics is not an abstract subject. 
It is really fun-filled and interesting if one links it to everyday life activities. This activity 
was to encourage logical and analytical thinking in pupils, besides their regular school 
Mathematics.  
Any celebration is incomplete without food! National Mathematics Day celebration 
concluded with children bringing food of different geometrical shapes. Grade 5 pupils also 
made snacks by fireless cooking applying the concept of Fractions. This made the National 
Mathematics Day celebration a complete and memorable experience for the pupils. 



National Mathematics Day 
Celebration 

A glimpse of celebration in virtual classes 



Trick To Amuse 

Crazy Clown Day 

This little clown is fat and grey 
This little clown does tricks all day 
This little clown is tall and strong 
This little clown is wee and small 

And this little clown can do anything at all.  
 

The Clown Day activity was organised for the pupils of the Nursery on Friday, 15th January,  
2021. The facilitators introduced the concept of clowns to the pupils. The parents helped 
their wards dress up as clowns to fit the theme of the day. The pupils enjoyed watching a 
movie on clowns. The pupils were encouraged to pretend to be clowns. They did various 
tricks such as somersaults, dance to the music, crawl through the hoola hoop rings etc.  
Our colourful clowns made us laugh a lot with their joyful jumps and sweet somersaults. 
They enjoyed it a lot and had great fun!!! 

The world looks brighter if you begin and end your day with a smile 



Be Grateful 

International Thank You Day 

We often take for granted the people and things that most deserve our Gratitude – Thank 
you to everyone.  
All over the world people celebrate International Thank You Day on 11th January. The 
pupils of the Elementary Section acknowledged their gratitude for the people around them 
on Monday, 11th January, 2021 with sincerity and simplicity by celebrating International 
Thank You Day.  
The day began with a thank you prayer to God for everything he has blessed them with such 
as their parents and the essential workers.The facilitator’s  showed them a movie and 
discussed with them about being thankful and appreciative towards  the people who care, 
help and love us. This being a perfect opportunity to show their gratitude towards the 
people who make their days happy and special, our pupils made cards and wrote simple 
messages to their domestic helpers, building watchmen, doctors, facilitators, parents, etc.  
Our pupils acknowledged and realised that we all must never miss a chance to be thankful 
to all those who bring  happiness and the sense of contentment in our everyday living. 

Take time to be kind & say ‘Thank You’ 



Sky Is The Limit 

Kite Day 

‘May your year be as bright, colourful and soaring, as the kites in the sky.’  
The pupils of Jr KG and Sr KG celebrated Kite day on Friday, 29th January, 2021. This festival 
is celebrated with various names all over India ,such as Pongal, Lohri, Uttarayan, etc.  
The facilitators explained to the pupils the importance of Makar Sankranti and the movement 
of the Sun into the Capricorn, marking the end of winter and the start of summer. They 
further explained the safety norms to be followed  while doing the same.  
A video on Gujarat International kite festival was shown to the pupils. They enjoyed eating 
the tilgul ladoos. Thereafter, the facilitators organized a 'Kite Making’ activity wherein the 
pupils designed many different colorful kites and decorated them. The pupils had a fun-filled 
day doing this activity. 

Let your dream fly like a kite & see where it’ll take you 



Majhi Vasundhara 

My Earth 

‘Our very being, essence, health and happiness depends on Mother Earth; we pledge to 
respect, care and nourish her.’  
To support ‘Majhi Vasundhara’ (My Earth), the holistic initiatives of the Environment and 
Climate Change Department , Government of Maharashtra  to  make citizens aware of the 
impacts of climate change and environmental issues and to encourage them to make a 
conscious effort towards the improvement of the environment, on 15th January, 2021, pupils 
from Nursery to Grade 10 took an E-pledge  on  zoom platform during the interaction time. 
Parents were also encouraged to join with their wards to take an E-pledge and the link to get 
the E-Certificate was provided in the chat box.  
The parents too participated by taking the pledge. The pupils took this pledge with 
responsibility and understanding to continuously sustain, care and respect our Mother 
Earth!  
‘Our Planet, Our Future.’ 

Pledge to perform 



New Year…New Start…New 
Goals… 

New Year Resolution 

‘What a wonderful thought it is; that some of the best days of our lives haven’t even 
happened yet.’  
It is 2021… ‘No one can go back in time to change what has happened. But, one can 
definitely work on the present to make a wonderful future.’  
Keeping this quote in mind, the pupils of Nursery to Grade 10  made their New Year 
resolutions.  
‘Cheers to the New Year and another chance for us to get it right!’  
The pupils of the Elementary Section wrote their New Year’s resolutions on Tuesday, 
5th January, 2021. With the enthusiasm of welcoming the New Year 2021 our pupils 
were informed and made aware of making a resolution for the New Year.  
The pupils were then shown a short movie called ‘Heal the planet by living simply’ 
thereby encouraging them to make their New Year’s resolutions.  The Pupils drew 
pictures and wrote that they will plant saplings, water them and take care of them, 
they will not waste water and food, they will feed the poor, they will respect and help 
their elders, read story books, do their homework etc as their New year resolutions.  
The enthusiasm and excitement of the New Year  started in a very positive manner for 
our young pupils by taking action and responsibility of their surroundings and our 
planet, Earth!  
In both the Primary Section and the Secondary Section a motivational video was 
shown to the pupils in which the pupils of Secmol School in Icy Ladakh made their 
New Year Resolutions.  
The pupils pledged to keep their environment clean. They decided to avoid junk food 
and eat a healthy diet. They also said that they would give up electronic games and 
instead play out in the garden. They would throw the garbage only in the dustbins. 
The pupils were very excited to share their New Year resolutions. They also motivated 
their friends to make some resolutions and follow them. 

Time to make a difference 



Safety On Wheels 

On Thursday, 21st January, 2021, the pupils of Sr KG participated in the Safety on Wheels 

activity with enthusiasm and eagerness. 

The facilitators introduced the ‘Safety on Wheels’ activity. They discussed the reasons for 

implementing this activity and its importance to every citizen i.e., pedestrians and drivers 

who  utilize the roads.   

The pupils and the facilitators sang the rhyme ‘The wheels on the bus…’. They then 

explained ‘Road safety’ using an informative PPT. The students answered as well as shared 

their knowledge about when and how to use the zebra crossings and footpaths. Also, whilst 

using any vehicle like bicycles, motorbikes or cars to use safety equipment, such as, 

helmet’s or seat belts and following the traffic laws. The pupils were guided through the 

craft activity of making a traffic signal; wherein the pupils explained what each colour 

signifies. They recited a poem on traffic signals ‘Red light, red light what do you say …’ 

The activity  further enhanced the pupils with the life skill of being proactive citizen of our 

country and our world. 

Start early, drive slowly, reach safely. 



G K Quiz Competition 

The Intra - School G. K. quiz competition was held on 12th January, 2021, for the pupils of Grade 
6 to Grade 9. The questions were pertaining to the subjects History and Geography. The General 
Knowledge of all the participants was tested and many pupils fared well in the quiz.  



World Wetlands Day 

‘Healthy wetlands are imperative for a healthy Earth.’ 
The pupils of the Elementary section celebrated World Wetlands Day on Wednesday, 10th 
February, 2021. The  facilitators explained to the pupils the importance of wetlands with the 
aid of a Powerpoint presentation and a video. The pupils sincerely absorbed all the 
information that was shared with them about how wetlands are vital to the ecosystem. 
The pupils realized that water and wetlands are interconnected, their coexistence is vital for 
life on earth. They understood that it is important not to waste water and decided to help in 
the conservation of the wetlands. 



Learn The Norms & The Rules 

Netiquettes 

Since the lockdown, the world has developed even more dependence on the use of the 
internet for various purposes; be it shopping, health, connecting with loved ones, virtual 
socializing, shopping or entertainment. Hence it is very important to follow the norms and 
revise the Do’s and Don’ts of surfing through the online world. Hence, a special session was 
conducted for the pupils of Grade 7 and  Grade 8 on 6th February, 2021 at 4 p.m. through the 
zoom meeting. The session focussed on the ‘Netiquettes’, the internet-etiquettes.  
The session was conducted by the three pupil volunteers Miss Annam Kazi, Miss Samiya 
Shinde and Master Anish Kumar Biradar of Grade 9. They focus on some of the important 
topics like usage of appropriate language, attire, commenting or expressing disagreement in 
appropriate ways, safety tips for online shopping, gaming, phishing, trolling, consequences 
of cyberbullying and the role of Cyber Cell. The workshop was well received by the 
participants. A Google form was circulated after the session to check for understanding and 
to receive feedback from the participants. 



Hats Off!!! 

Graduation Day 

“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the 
more places you’ll go!” 
Graduation day is a ceremony which marks the completion of a tenure in Pre-Primary 
school to step into the new world of Primary school! 
Our Sr KG pupils celebrated their Graduation Day on Friday, 19th March, 2021 with great 
anticipation and excitement. The pupils were smartly dressed in pristine white shirts, 
black trousers, red bows and a graduation cap! 
The ceremony started with the welcome speech and the invocation dance by the pupils 
of Grade 1. They performed a marvellous skit to showcase a new world of Primary 
School to our young graduates and informed them about the knowledge and fun; they 
will gain and learn! 
The all-round developmental journey of the Sr KG pupils in the Pre-Primary world was 
explained with the gentle nurturing and grooming by the facilitators to help each pupil to 
blossom and showcase his/her talents displayed in their song and dance performance ‘I 
am ready to go…’ The pupils of Jr KG entertained and danced to an action song whilst the 
tiny tots in our Nursery performed and shared handmade ‘Best wishes’ cards for our 
Kindergarten graduates! 
The facilitators congratulated the young graduates on their remarkable journey of 
achievements by sheer dedication and hard work through education and co-curricular 
activities and presented them with their Certificate of Graduation on the virtual platform. 
The facilitators complimented the graduates on their achievements and blessed them for 
their future endeavours in the Primary section. 
It was indeed a joyous and memorable day for our young graduates, their parents and 
the facilitators. 



National Activity Day 

Safety Day 

National Safety Day was celebrated on Thursday, 4th March, 2021 by the tiny tots of Jr KG to 
commemorate the foundation of the National Safety Council to raise awareness about the 
safety measures on road, at home to prevent mishaps due to lack of awareness. 
The pupils came dressed in red, yellow or green attires representing the colours of the traffic 
lights. The significance of safety and the measures that should be taken to be careful at 
home, on road, while around electronic devices and most importantly safety measures to 
fight corona was explained to the pupils through a PowerPoint Presentation. To inculcate the 
spirit of safety the pupils were made to get their first aid kits and made aware of what the kit 
includes. Pupils were introduced to the term ‘stranger’, good and bad touch. 
It was amazing to watch the pupils make the bookmark of a fireman with all the grit and 
determination. The program was wrapped up with a small session of riddles on safety. It was 
a great way to bring joy and happiness during these challenging times. 



The Elixir of Life 

World Water Day 

“If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in WATER.” 

Every year, the United Nations Organisation celebrates 22nd March as World Water Day to 

increase awareness amongst people all over the world to store water and to save life.   

The pupils of Pre-Primary Section celebrated World Water Day on Thursday, 18th March, 

2021 wherein the facilitators with the support of a PPT and video explained the aim and 

significance of  this day, by focussing the attention of our young pupils on the importance 

of freshwater for the sustainable management of freshwater resources! Mainly valuing 

clean water, as it is important for everyone in their daily lives, wellbeing and environment. 

The pupils were intrigued with the opportunity to learn more about water related issues 

and were inspired to be responsible and inform the people around them and take actions 

to make a difference; in their own little ways as water is a necessity for all humans, 

animals, plants and living things, alike. 

On the occasion of World Water Day our pupils recognised the multi fold value of water 

and the ongoing action they need to take; to conserve this precious resource which gives 

our planet, it’s unique colour!  

‘Water is the driver of Nature. Please save it.’ 



World Wildlife Day 

‘We Don’t Own the Planet Earth, We Belong to It and We Must Share It with Our Wildlife.’ 

On Wednesday 3rd March, 2021 the pupils of the Elementary section celebrated World 

Wildlife Day under the theme “Forests and Livelihood: Sustaining People and Planet”. 

The facilitators with the aid of a Powerpoint presentation and a movie explained to the pupils 
the significance of how forests provide a livelihood to many communities, especially 
indigenous people and other local communities. Then the pupils were asked to show any 
stuffed animals and animal masks that they had at home. They made shopping bags with old 
disposable t-shirts. The pupils understood the importance of conservation of forests and 
forest livelihood. 



Convocation Day 

Grade 5 

A Convocation ceremony holds an important place in every pupil’s heart. It is that day in 

the academic life of the pupil when all the hard work, dedication, commitment and 

enthusiasm pays off. It is a proud day for the school and the parents as their little ones 

move from the Primary Section to the Secondary Section of the School.  

In view of the pandemic, our school organised the First Virtual Convocation Ceremony for 

the Grade 5 pupils on 19th March, 2021. Grade 4 pupils put in their hearts and souls to 

organise an impressive cultural programme. The respective class facilitators and co-class 

facilitators expressed their good wishes to each pupil of their class, congratulated them on 

their achievements and extended their best wishes in their future endeavours. Our 

Principal shared his thoughts about the importance of leading a ‘value focussed life’ rather 

than a ‘goal focussed life’. 

The pupils shared their experiences, poured their hearts out and exchanged good wishes 
with their classmates. It was indeed an emotional moment for the facilitators and their 
pupils, as they parted with wonderful memories to cherish all their lives. 



World Water Day 

“If you choose to save water, then water will save you and humankind.”  

This is rightly said as all living beings need water to survive. The pupils of the Primary 

Section celebrated World Water Day on 18th March, 2021 to create an awareness among 

the pupils. 

World Water Day is an annual UN observance day celebrated on the 22nd of March. World 

Water Day celebrates water as a vital natural resource and raises awareness of the 2.2 

billion people living without access to safe water. It is about taking action to tackle the 

global water crisis.   

This year's theme of World Water Day was Valuing Water and protecting this vital 

resource. Today, 1 in 3 people live without safe drinking water. 

It is an ideal opportunity to instil the value of social responsibility in the pupils towards 

conserving water. The focus of the celebration was to make pupils realise the importance 

of valuing water. A PowerPoint Presentation and a video on the importance of the World 

Water Day was shown to the pupils. They participated with great zeal and enthusiasm and 

came dressed in blue clothes, displayed quotes on ‘save water’ using the virtual 

background to celebrate WWD. They also shared their views on saving water and 

conserving the most valuable resource. 



Meri Kirti 

Project-based learning is a powerful teaching method that has extensive benefits for 

pupils, ranging from critical thinking to project management to self-confidence. Keeping 

this in mind, our school had organised a Virtual Project Display named as ‘Meri Kriti’ for 

our pupils which gave them an opportunity to explore the treasure hidden inside and to 

bloom into creative minds. 

Pupils had to create an article (Craft or Drawing) or a model (science or math) or prepare 

a video or an audio or PPT on My Experience in the Virtual Annual Day / Virtual Field 

Trip / Virtual Sports Day/ My Ambition/My Favourite Personality as Diwali Vacation 

Activity. They were given a time limit of 4 minutes for their presentation. The 

performance included creative costumes and props. The presentations were in the form 

of dance, music, mimicry, mono acting, Show & Tell, and child-friendly experiments. They 

had to focus on creating something novel and interesting and had to upload them on the 

Google Classroom. 

It was a great learning experience for pupils. They applied their creative thinking skills to 

innovate new product designs. They could build on their research skills and deepen their 

learning of applied content beyond facts or memorization. They could find their voice and 

learn to take pride in their work and learnt how to manage projects and assignments 

more efficiently to explore their curiosities, ask questions and form a new love for 

learning. As it was a virtual project display it also enhanced their technological skills. 



The Tide Turner Challenge 

The Tide Turner Plastic challenge webinar was organized on 16th March, 2021 from 5p.m. 

to 6 p.m. by the Geography Department. It was an initiative by WWF India in partnership 

with the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Ministry of Environment, 

Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC).  

The pupils from Grade 5 to Grade 10 were made aware of the WWF Mission ‘To stop 

degradation of the environment and build a future in which humans live in harmony with 

nature.’ 

The programme also focussed on the present scenario on the use of plastics around the 

world and its harmful effects on the environment.  

The pupils were introduced to how to become a part of the Global Community of 
Changemakers and how one can earn a Tide Turner Badge after completing the challenge 
activity levels. 



Fast and Feast 

Eid Celebration 

Eid, the festival that upholds the spirit of brotherhood and love, was celebrated online by the 
Pre-Primary Section on 31st July, 2020. The tiny tots came dressed in colourful outfits for the 
special day. The celebration began with the school prayer, followed by a power point 
presentation through which the meaning and importance of the festival was explained by 
the  facilitators.  
 
The pupils of Nursery took an active part in decorating greeting cards and wished their 
parents ‘Eid Mubarak’ by hugging them in a traditional way. The Pupils of Jr KG and Sr KG 
sang along ‘Eid is here on a crescent moon night’. Such celebrations are not just fun filled 
activities planned for the pupils, but also teach them the basic values of sharing and caring. 

Spreading joy, happiness and peace 



Birth at Midnight 

Janmashtami Celebration 

On Tuesday, 11th August, 2020 our pupils from the Pre-Primary Section celebrated 
Janmashtami, the birthday of Lord Krishna with great devotion and enthusiasm. The 
pupils came dressed in the attire of Krishna and Radha, their outfits were so 
mesmerising that it was a treat to watch our little Kanhas and Radhas. A video on 
Janmashtami celebration was shown to the children.  They also made creative peacock 
featured headgears. Little Krishna loved eating curd so parents were asked to tie a matki 
to their height and help children to eat the curd like Krishna. This was thoroughly 
enjoyed by the pupils. 

Our cute little Kanhas and Radhas 



Celebrate Womanhood 

Navratri Celebration 

Navratri in India is a big religious festivity for nine propitious days. The celebration goes on 
for these days with different rituals and customs. In keeping with the tradition, the Primary 
Section pupils played Garba. They wore colourful dresses and danced to their heart’s content. 
Although they danced individually from their homes, the spirit and enthusiasm was very high 
as they swayed to the music. The facilitators of the Cultural Department danced along with 
them, thus adding novelty to this celebration. This celebration definitely broke the monotony 
and brought fun into pupils lives. 

Can’t keep calm, Garba is on 



Garba Celebration 

Excitement Galore 

Garba and Dandiya are believed to be the dramatisation of the fight between the Goddess 
and Mahishasur– the mighty demon king. Garba is a special feature of the Navratri festival.  
The morning of 24th October, 2020 brought in a renewed excitement and enthusiasm in the 
pupils of the Secondary Section and all the more in the heart of the Tenth Graders as they 
were about to celebrate Garba for the last time with their classmates during the online 
classes. They had dressed to the occasion and were ready to groove to the beats of the 
Garba. The limited confines of their home could not dampen the spirit of our pupils and it 
was quite heart-warming to see the elder and younger siblings of our pupils join them to 
match up to their Garba steps.  
The unique celebration consisted of the pupils and facilitators dancing to the melodious 
Garba songs played for them on the Zoom platform. A few parents and siblings also joined 
in the festivities to make the occasion even more joyous.  
Our pupils donned colourful attire and danced to the beats of the garba music.  
The energetic and playful dance provided an opportunity to our pupils to showcase their 
talent and at the same time enjoy the festive mood. 

Matching to the steps 



International Yoga Day 
Celebration 

The International Day of Yoga was celebrated online by our pupils from Nursery to Grade 
10.  
Special yoga sessions were conducted weekly during the Physical Education classes for 
the  Pre-Primary,  the Primary & the Secondary sections for the entire month of June.  
The International Day of Yoga was celebrated in all classes by conducting yoga activities 
such as: 
a) Explaining the importance of yoga & brief history about the International Day of Yoga   
b) Benefits of Yogasanas in present lifestyle 
c) Yogasana performance by PE facilitators & pupils 
The Sun Salutation (Surya Namaskar), Basic Breathing (Pranayama), The Lotus 
(Padmaasan), Cobra (Bhujanga asan), The Triangle (Trikonaasana), The Corpse Pose 
(Shavaasan), The Tiger (Singha asan) 
The theme by the P.E. Department for the International Day of Yoga was ‘FIT PEOPLE FIT 
NATION’. 

Yoga- a way of life 



Children’s Day Celebration 

In the Primary Section, movies were shown to children and games were conducted. Some 
children also demonstrated their talent related to dance and music.  
In the Secondary Section, the facilitators conducted innovative quizzes on Chacha Nehru to 
make the celebration more enjoyable for the pupils. The highlight of the celebration and the 
icing on the cake for the pupils was the viewing of the incredibly inspiring and heart-warming 
movie ‘Wonder’. Everyone was engrossed watching this beautiful movie till the end. It was a 
day of fun and frolic for the pupils which will always be cherished as a fond memory. 

Fun unlimited 



Let There Be Light… 
In And Out 

Diwali Celebration 

‘Light the lamp of wisdom, dispel the darkness of ignorance.’  
Diwali, the festival of lights, was celebrated by our school on Wednesday, 11th 
November, 2020 with great excitement and enthusiasm. The pupils wore colourful 
traditional clothes. The facilitators explained the significance of Diwali which 
symbolizes the ‘victory of light over darkness, good over evil and knowledge over 
ignorance’. The celebration began with an Interactive Session, reciting a prayer to 
invoke God’s blessings. To encourage pupils and to create awareness in them during 
this pandemic, the “Harit Diwali ----Swasth Diwali Pledge was taken..  
In the Elementary Section,the pupils were guided by the facilitators to make creative 
crafts like diyas, flower rangoli, candle holders etc, and they were also shown a video 
on the festival of Diwali. The pupils and facilitators took an oath to give up Firecrackers 
and to instead, celebrate Diwali in a peaceful manner by sharing sweets . A Powerpoint 
presentation about the do’s and don’ts’ during this festive season was shown and 
explained. Thereafter the pupils were assisted in making beautiful colourful rangoli. 
The Pupils relished homemade sweets and they danced merrily to the music. 
Celebrating Diwali in a safe, clean, green and harmonious manner is the need of the 
hour, which our young pupils have pledged to follow!  
In the Primary Section, Grade-wise  different activities were planned and executed 
Pupils showcased this creativity through beautiful and colourful card making activity. 
To make this celebration more memorable and to add more sweetness to it, they were 
also asked to make Boondi ladoos (Cooking Without Fire). This activity was thoroughly 
enjoyed by them.  
Last but not the least, the virtual Diwali celebration ended by relishing sweets, 
watching a video and a dance party.  
In Grade 8 to Grade 10, to enhance the creative skills of the pupils, ‘Lantern Making 
Activity’ was conducted. Pupils followed the instructions given by the facilitator and 
made beautiful lanterns which was then followed by the preparation of lip smacking 
‘Coconut Burfi’, without the use of fire.  
In the Grade 6 & Grade 7, the pupils began making ‘Torans’ which was the  Craft 
Activity. The torans were colourful, attractive and alluring. Their enthusiasm reflected 
in their creativity. After this craft activity, they prepared ‘Bhel puri’ for themselves and 
their family members. Each and every pupil followed the instructions given by the 
facilitator and thoroughly enjoyed the activity. They served it to their family members 
and then enjoyed it while watching a short movie on Diwali. Then there was a talent 
show where they sang and danced.  



Let There Be Light… 
In And Out 

Diwali Celebration 

In the senior Grades, the pupils displayed their creativity by beautifully and skilfully making 
the flower diya holder.   
In the Secondary Section the pupils were taught to create handicrafts  such as diyas and 
handmade lanterns ,beautiful and colourful paper rangolies befitting the celebration .Agile 
fingers and creative minds were set to work and within no time we could see an array of 
beautifully exhibited bright and colourful star lanterns held up proudly by their content 
creators.  
Voila!!! The pupils turned into instant master chefs, preparing traditional Indian sweets 
,under the guidance of their very own facilitators.  
Creating an extra vibrant celebration mood,the pupils and facilitators were dressed at their 
best in colourful clothes. To add more glitter to the festival, the facilitators decorated their 
virtual backdrop too. Both facilitators and pupils enjoyed the activity. The party ended with 
an exchange of warm wishes. The facilitators reiterated that pupils should celebrate a safe 
and pollution free Diwali. 

Let this Diwali bring joy & happiness abound for humanity 



Valour And Victory 

Shivaji Jayanti Celebration 

Shivaji Jayanti marks the birth anniversary of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj, the first 
Chhatrapati and founder of the Maratha Empire. This day is celebrated every year on 19th 
February.  
Our school celebrated the great Maratha ruler’s birth anniversary with enthusiasm on 17th 
and 18th February, 2021. The pupils of the Primary and Secondary sections showcased the 
intelligence, courage and valour of Shivaji Maharaj through mono acting and powadas 
depicting different incidents from his life.  
The 390th Shivaji Jayanti was celebrated on Wednesday 17th February, 2021 by the pupils of 
the Elementary Section.  
The celebration began with the facilitators sharing important facts with the support of a 
PPT  about Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Later a video of the Secondary Section pupils re-
enacting the life story of Shivaji Maharaj was shown to the pupils. Pupils learnt that Shivaji 
Maharaj was a valiant Maratha warrior king who cared for his people.  
In Spite of the Covid-19 pandemic this year, the pupils rehearsed and practised for the 
celebration with great zeal and enthusiasm. The audience was spellbound by the 
performances of the pupils during the online celebrations. 

The Pride of Maratha 



A Joyous Call..Jingle 
Bells..Jingle Bells.. 

Christmas Celebration 

‘The magic of Christmas never ends and its greatest gift is spending time with family 
and friends.’  
Christmas, the season of rejoicing and caring, was celebrated with the spirit of joy, fun 
and fervour by the pupils of the elementary section on Wednesday, 23rd December, 
2020. The pupils were dressed in red and white ,festive clothes and Santa caps. The 
facilitators explained the significance of Christmas and the reason as to why Christmas 
is celebrated all around the world. They guided pupils with creative, craft 
activities  which the pupils made with interest and determination.  
One of the facilitators, who was dressed as Santa, entered the online classes and 
surprised all the pupils. They were thrilled to see him and he wished them a ‘Merry 
Christmas’. He asked the pupils to hunt for the gift he had hidden for each one of them, 
in their homes. The pupils thanked Santa for the gift and he in turn told them to hug 
and thanked their parents. The pupils eagerly did the activity of decorating muffins 
with Nutella, gems, sprinkles, etc. Thereafter the pupils watched a movie, ate muffins 
and other Christmas goodies. With joy and cheer pupils sang Christmas Carols along 
with the facilitators. They danced to the tunes of music and enjoyed the Christmas 
party.  
Celebration of this festival gave children the understanding that spreading happiness, 
sharing and caring is the true spirit of Christmas!  
Christmas, the festival which inspires the spirit of sharing and caring, was celebrated 
in the Primary Section , soaking in the spirit of love and warmth.The pupils dressed in 
colourful party outfits participated in Art and Craft activities related to Christmas. 
Grade 2 and Grade 3 made Christmas trees, Grade 4 made Santa Clause and Grade 5 
made their own Snowman. Pupils exhibited their creativity by displaying them in their 
classes. The significance of the festival was explained to them which was followed by 
music, games and food.  
The pupils across the Secondary Section celebrated this festival of sharing and caring, 
from the safe confines of their home. After preparing lip smacking and delicious 
goodies such as cookies and chocolate balls, the nimble fingers of the curious pupils 
set to work under the able guidance of their Art and Craft facilitators to create artistic 
and decorative wreaths. In no time were they seen displaying their craft work with 
pride and confidence.  
The boundless joy of celebrating the festival was visible on the faces of all the 
pupils.  Such celebrations bring happiness and togetherness among the pupils and also 
inculcate the spirit of sharing and giving in them.  



A Joyous Call..Jingle 
Bells..Jingle Bells.. 

Christmas- The festival of caring and sharing 



Primary Section - Competitions 

Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Fancy Dress Competition – Act Your Best 

1. Reyansh Dhingra 1B 1st Agni 

2.  Swara Rupesh Shirude 1D 2nd Agni 

3. Krishiv Yadav 1C 3rd Vayu 

              Dance Competition- Jhoom Barabar Jhoom 

1. Annika Suhas 1D 1st Agni 

2. Tvesha Shetty 1D 2nd Prithvi 

3. Saara Khan 1C 3rd Agni 

              Craft Competition- Envelope Decoration 

1. Prisha Patil 1C 1st Prithvi 

2. Aarvi Jain 1C 2nd Akash 

3. Aaradhya Kalyankar 1A 3rd Prithvi 

              Performing Arts- Act-O-Mania (Fancy Dress) 

1. Aashi Rao 2D 1st Vayu 

2. Vyapak Singh 2B 2nd Agni 

3. Ujjal Kaur Marwah 2B 3rd Akash 

              Art Competition- My House     

1. Gauri Pathak 2B 1st Akash 

2. Adya Saxena 2B 2nd Prithvi 

3. Harsheen Dhillon 2A 3rd Prithvi 

4. Nyssa Kujur 2A 3rd Agni 

Term 1 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              English Story Telling Competition 

1. Yatharth Gupta 2A 1st Akash 

2. Harshali Sharma 2D 2nd Vayu 

3. Lyra Pais 2A 3rd Prithvi 

              Hindi Poetry Recitation- Baadal or Titli 

1. Shlok Sahoo 3C 1st Jal 

2. Shreya Nair 3B 2nd Prithvi 

3. Vivaan Gupta 3C 3rd Prithvi 

              Marathi Storytelling 

1. Vedant Narayan 3C 1st Akash 

              Social Science- Poster Making 

1. S Lakshit 3B 1st Akash 

2. Aarna Gupta 3C 2nd jal 

              Craft- Trash To Treasure     

1. Avni Pankaj 3A 1st Vayu 

2. Adit Goyal 3B 2nd Akash 

3. Shivani Singh 3C 2nd Agni 

4. Hrishaan Chandna 3A 3rd Akash 

5. Urvi Dewangan 3A 3rd Prithvi 

6. Shivangi Singh 3C 3rd Agni 

Primary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Marathi- Lajjat Padharthanchi Competition 

1. Aarya Kekare 4C 1st Prithvi 

2. Vrushank Neklikar 4B 2nd Akash 

3. Parth Rajvilas 4D 3rd Agni 

              Hindi- Katha Kathan- Story Telling Competition 

1. Drishya Adarsh 4B 1st Jal 

2. Soham Modi 4A 2nd Akash 

3. Maanav Dhanuka 4D 3rd Akash 

              English- Create A Story Using Puppets Competition 

1. Kaashvi Hinger 4D 1st Agni 

2. Ishaan Gupta 4C 2nd Agni 

3. Misha Mittal 4A 3rd Jal 

              Drama Mono Acting Competition- Act-O- Mania 

1. Jhanavi Deo 4A 1st Akash 

2. Khadeeja Dahodwala 4B 2nd Vayu 

3. Anvi Gupta 4C 3rd Akash 

              Hindi- Manohar Kahaniyan- Story Telling Competition 

1. Khushboo Solanki 5B 1st Agni 

2. Aafia Nadeem 5C 2nd Vayu 

              Marathi, Ekpatri Abhnaya- Mono Acting Competition 

1. Prisha Sawant 5B 1st Akash 

2. Saloni Powar 5C 2nd Akash 

Primary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Computer Science- Poster Making Competition 

1. Ahan Das 5B 1st Jal 

2. Shravya Jain 5D 2nd Vayu 

3. Sresht Bajaj 5D 3rd Prithvi 

              Music- Solo Singing Competition 

1. Rhea Nair 5C 1st Agni 

2. Aayush Gupta 5A 2nd Akash 

3. Sohum Chakrabarti 5C 3rd Akash 

Primary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              English Story Telling Competition- Once Upon A Time… 

1.   Vedika Jaiswal 1C 1st Vayu 

2.   Asmita Adhikary 1A 2nd Agni 

3.   Kanav Bendale 1C 3rd Vayu 

4.   Aadya Dongare 1D 3rd Agni 

              Music Competition- Gaata Rahe Mera Dil 

1.   Ahana Mishra 1B 1st Jal 

2.   Reyansh Dhingra 1B 2nd Agni 

3.   Shreeya Gajara 1B 3rd Jal 

4.   Janvi Maurya 1A 3rd Akash 

              Craft Making Competition- Math- O- Mania 

1.   Aaradhya Kalyankar 1A 1st Prithvi 

2.   Ibrahim Ansari 1D 2nd Akash 

3.   Aarvi Jain 1C 3rd Prithvi 

              EVS- Poster making on healthy food 

1. Vihana Mhaske 2B 1st Jal 

2. Rebecca Sijo 2A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Srinika Pantela 2C 3rd Jal 

              Jhoom Barabar Jhoom 

1. Shanaya Shetty 2B 1st Vayu 

2. Navya Nayak 2C 2nd Akash 

3. Harshali Sharma 2D 3rd Vayu 

Primary Section - Competitions 

Term 2 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Maths- Model Making 

1. Adya Saxena 2B 1st Prithvi 

2. Lyra Pais 2A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Bedatrayee Dhar 2B 2nd Jal 

4. Nainika Pantela 2D 3rd Jal 

              English- Create a story using Puppets 

1. Pagaria Rhea Sanjay 3A 1st Prithvi 

2. Singh Shivani Shivu 3C 2nd Agni 

3. Sinha Adishree 3D 3rd Akash 

              Maths- Recitation 

1. Singh Shivangi Shivu 3C 1st Agni 

2. Poojary Ansh 3C 2nd Vayu 

3. S Lakshit 3B 3rd Akash 

              Solo Dance Jhoom Barabar Jhoom 

1. Nair Samiksh Praveen 3D 1st Agni 

2. Sahoo Shlok 3C 2nd Jal 

3. Nair Shreya Sumesh 3B 2nd Prithvi 

4. Shah Jevika Pratik 3C 3rd Vayu 

              Science- Healthy Snowman 

1. Drishya Adarsh 4C 1st Jal 

2. Ashita Patil 4A 2nd Agni 

3. Janhavi Deo 4A 3rd Akash 

Primary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Social Science- Create A Brochure (Exploring India’s Famous Historical Places) 

1.   Vivaan Chipde 4A 1st Prithvi 

2.   Shresthi Navneet Kapur 4C 2nd Jal 

3.   Aarnav Yogesh Rane 4D 2nd Jal 

4.   Aarya Amit Kekare 4C 3rd Prithvi 

              Mathematics- Master Shape 

1. Mihir Mayekar 4C 1st Prithvi 

2. Shaunak Parab 4A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Malhar Shinde 4D 3rd Agni 

              English Newspaper Reading Competition- Voicing the Views     

1.   Shlok Sancheti 5B 1st Prithvi 

2.   Sohum Chakrabarti 5C 1st Akash 

3.   Anishka Anand 5C 2nd Agni 

4.   Zoya Raees Ahmad 5A 3rd Agni 

5.   Jash Gohel 5B 3rd Jal 

              EVS Nutritional Value Salad Making Competition- Salad- A Healthy Lifestyle 

1. Siyona Srivastava 5B 1st Prithvi 

2. Rushil Narla 5B 2nd Prithvi 

3. Vidisha Vijay Panchal 5C 3rd Jal 

              Social Science Do It Yourself 

1. Vedant Ashish Nagwekar 5B 1st Jal 

2. Aratrika Ramavat 5D 2nd Agni 

3. Sidhartha Vilas 5B 2nd Vayu 

4. Parineeta Patil 5B 3rd Prithvi 

Primary Section - Competitions 



Secondary Section Competitions 

Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Paper Tray 

1. Soham Katkar 6C 1st Agni 

2. Sharvya Raorane 6C 2nd Agni 

3. Nirvair Estibeiro  6C 3rd Agni 

              Zoom Barabar Jhoom 

1. Kritika Shetty 6D 1st Prithvi 

2. Rucha Aier 6A 2nd Agni 

3. Indraneel Nair 6A 3rd Prithvi 

              Comic Strip 

1. Sakshi Gupta  6C 1st Vayu 

2. Ishaan Mangesh Shaane 6B 2nd Jal 

3. Falak Seth 6D 3rd Prithvi 

              Science And I 

1. Vanya Parolia 6A 1st Prithvi 

2. Yusra Ali 6D 2nd Agni 

3. Swayam Miten Shah 6A 3rd Vayu 

              Monuments Speak 

1. Raadha Gujar 6A 1st Prithvi 

2. Aarna Gupta 6B 2nd Agni 

3. Aleeza Imran Shaikh 6C 3rd Jal 

Secondary Section - Competitions 

Term 1 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Be The Quiz Master 

1. Neerav Puppala 6A 1st Akash 

2. Archit Abhijeet Choudhari 6B 2nd Vayu 

3. Garima Chhajed 6D 3rd Prithvi 

              Science And I 

1. Trisha Nanda 7A 1st Jal 

2. Ananya Ramanathan 7C 2nd Akash 

3. Shrey Ramachandran 7C 3rd Akash 

              Let The Music Speak 

1. Ojas Kulkarni 7D 1st Jal 

2. Pihu Jain 7B 2nd Vayu 

3. Preesha Ketan Gajara 7B 3rd Jal 

              Arts- Act-O-Mania (Fancy Dress) 

1. Saksham Divekar 7D 1st Akash 

              Create A Comic Strip On The Parts Of A River     

1. Bhoomi Jadhao 7D 1st Jal 

              Textual Character Comes Alive 

1. Tanisi Ojha 7B 1st Agni 

2. Zara Athar 7A 2nd Akash 

3. Aarav Mishra 7B 3rd Jal 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Basic Mathematical Skill 

1. Jaydyn D'souza 7A 

1st 

Prithvi 

2. Svara Shende 7A Agni 

3. Ashutosh Kalbhande 7B Prithvi 

4. Chirag Deshmukh 7B Akash 

5. Kaavya Khatwani 7B Agni 

6. Soumya Verma 7C Jal 

7. Ishaan Ingale 7C Prithvi 

8. Prithvi Prajapati 7C Akash 

9. Shrey Ramachandran 7C Akash 

10. Piyush Agarwal 7D Prithvi 

11. Ojas Kulkarni 7D Jal 

12. Vihaan Patel 7D Akash 

13. Puranjay Haldankar 7A 

2nd 

Agni 

14. Aditya Sudhish Kumar 7A Akash 

15. Avani Nayak 7C Vayu 

16. Shiven Jariwala 7D Jal 

17. Saee Jadhav 7A 

3rd 

Akash 

18. Trisha Nanda 7A Jal 

19. Rhik Ganguly 7A Vayu 

20. Nikunj Sorte 7B Prithvi 

              Be A Quizmaster (In Powerpoint) 

1. Nilay Umesh Sabale 7B 1st Prithvi 

2. Annanya Dubey 7B 2nd Akash 

3. Mishya Seth 7A 3rd Prithvi 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Hindi Handwriting Competition 

1. Riddhi Agarwal 7B 1st Akash 

2. Ishaan Ingle 7C 2nd Prithvi 

3. Joyeta Gope 7B 3rd Akash 

              Marathi Handwriting Competition 

1. Saee Jadhav 7A 1st Akash 

2. Saksham Divekar 7D 2nd Akash 

3. Gauri Bhingarde 7D 3rd Prithvi 

              Suryanamaskar (PE Activity) 

1. Neha Kharkar 8B 1st Jal 

2. Suhas Kashyap 8B 2nd Prithvi 

3. Parth Prakash Kothavade 8A 3rd Akash 

              Science Fair 

1. Anay Dinesh Chawla 8B 1st Agni 

2. Anika Dinesh Chawla 8A 2nd Agni 

3. Aayushi Umesh Prajapati 8D 3rd Vayu 

              Record A Mock Interview 

1. Rhea Pankaj 8C 1st Vayu 

2. Vaishnav Nair 8A 2nd Vayu 

3. Anousha Tabish 8A 3rd Vayu 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Be The Cartographer 

1. Aashi Gupta 8D 1st Agni 

2. Marcus Bimal George 8D 2nd Akash 

3. Ananya Rajesh Harwande 8A 3rd Jal 

              HTML Webpage: Theme (Desh Apnayen, Interclub, Science Club, Maths Club Etc) 

1. Aadi  Ravi Poojary 8A 1st Vayu 

2. Adiraj Avinash Bhat 8D 2nd Prithvi 

3. Avneesh Mudgal Kothekar 8D 3rd Jal 

              Act-O-Mania 

1. Shalvikaa Udapurkar 8C 1st Agni 

              Hindi Handwriting Competition 

1. Anashruta Ganguly 8A 1st Vayu 

2. Aashi Gupta 8D 2nd Prithvi 

3. Suhani Gupta 8B 3rd Jal 

              Marathi Handwriting Competition 

1. Aishwarya Main 8C 1st Vayu 

2. Amogh Utekar 8A 2nd Jal 

3. Soham More 8D 3rd Jal 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Marathi Handwriting Competition 

1. Vanisha Kumawat 8C 1st Jal 

2. Anika Chawala 8A 

2nd 

Agni 

3. Anay Chawala 8B Agni 

4. Rhea Pankaj 8C Vayu 

5. Mihir Bhandary 8C Jal 

6. Dhruv Shukla 8C Agni 

7. Saisha Shetty 8B 

3rd 

Akash 

8. Suhani Gupta 8B Akash 

9. Aashi Gupta 8D Agni 

              Hindi Handwriting Competition 

1. Annam Kazi 9B 1st Prithvi 

2. Binisha Khatwani 9A 2nd Agni 

3. Yovela Gedam 9A 3rd Vayu 

              Marathi Handwriting Competition 

1. Swara Chavan 9C 1st Agni 

2. Aadya Parab 9C 2nd Vayu 

3. Shriya Gurjar 9B 3rd Prithvi 

              An Invention That Inspires Me (Science Activity)     

1. Nisreen 9A 1st Jal 

2. Raj Dakshit 9B 2nd Akash 

3. Aarush Dwivedi 9A 3rd Agni 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Basic Mathematical Skills Competition 

1. Raj Dakshit 9B 1st Akash 

2. Shriya Gurjar  9B 2nd Prithvi 

3. Binisha Khatwani 9A 3rd Agni 

              Recreate! Reinvent! (History Activity) 

1. Ananya Samal 9B 1st Jal 

2. Abishta Veludandi 9C 2nd Prithvi 

3. Siddhartha Kumar 9C 3rd Prithvi 

              My Web Page (Computer Activity) 

1. Arin Prajapati 9A 1st Jal 

2. Isha Salgarkar 9C 2nd Akash 

              Cooking Online (Cookery Activity)     

1. Prisha Lalwani 9B 1st Prithvi 

2. Samiya Shinde 9B 2nd Agni 

3. Swara Chavan 9C 3rd Agni 

              I Wish To Be Remembered (English Activity) 

1. Aadya Parab 9C 1st Vayu 

2. Milee Singh 9A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Aryan Patil 9B 3rd Vayu 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Pebble Art (Art/ Craft Acticity) 

1. Samriddhi Bhatia 9C 1st Akash 

2. Sadhika Bhatia 9A 2nd Akash 

3. Anagha Shetty 9B 3rd Vayu 

              Salesman Of The Year (Commerce Activity) 

1. Swara Kadam 9C 1st Agni 

2. Dhruv Jhaveri 9C 2nd Jal 

              Book Trailer 

1. Aarohi Jain 10C 1st Vayu 

2. Leanne Matthew 10B 2nd Akash 

3. Tulika Gupta 10C 3rd Akash 

              My Java Module 

1. Soham Gaonkar 10B 1st Agni 

2. Bhoomika Dalal 10A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Sachhidananda Mahapatro 10B 3rd Akash 

              Doodle Art 

1. Manasvi Khadpe  10A 1st Prithvi 

2. Sanika Gaonkar 10A 2nd Agni 

3. Anushka Aarohi 10B 3rd Vayu 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Voice Your Thoughts 

1. Devanshi Gupta 10A 1st Agni 

2. Riddhima Kant 10A 2nd Jal 

3. Rohan Vasandi 10B 3rd Jal 

              Catch And Clap 

1. Adarsh Purohit 10C 1st Vayu 

2. Matthews Emmanuel 10C 2nd Agni 

              Debutant Stock Trader 

1. Aditya Mahale 10B 1st Agni 

2. Devansh Rungta 10A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Suraj Sreemukh S 10A 3rd Akash 

              Marathi Handwriting Competition 

1. Madhura Ingale 10A 1st Jal 

2. Priyesh Mohite 10B 2nd Agni 

3. Sanika Gaonkar 10A 3rd Agni 

              Basic Mathematical Skills     

1. Sachhidananda Mahapatro 10B 1st Akash 

2. Soham Gaonkar 10B 2nd Agni 

3. Devanshi Gupta 10A 3rd Agni 

              Hindi Handwriting Competition 

1. Parnikaa Rai 10B 1st Vayu 

2. Devanshi Gupta 10A 2nd Agni 

3. Ananya Ganguly 10B 3rd Vayu 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Basic Mathematical Skill 

1. Chirag Deshmukh 7B 1st Akash 

2. Soumya Verma 7C 2nd Jal 

3. Ashutosh Kalbhande 7B 3rd Prithvi 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Let The Music Speak 

1.  Maria Ann George 6A 1st Akash 

2.  Vedanshi Mehta 6C 2nd Akash 

3.  Srinika Rachamalla 6D 3rd Agni 

              Comic Strip 

1.   Vanya Parolia 6A 1st Prithvi 

2.   Falak Seth 6D 2nd Prithvi 

3.   Sagarika Roy 6B 3rd Prithvi 

              Science & I 

1.   Archit Abhijeet Choudhari 6B 1st Vayu 

2.    Swayam Miten Shah 6A 2nd Vayu 

3.    Aabir Biswas 6D 3rd Akash 

              Book Trailer 

1. Gauri Deshmukh 9B 1st Jal 

2. Jaden Joseph 9C 2nd Akash 

3.  Hitali Jariwala 9B 3rd Jal 

              Textual Characters Come Alive 

1.   Kritika Santosh Shetty 6D 1st Prithvi 

              Act-O-Mania 

3. Radha Gujar 6A 1st Prithvi 

Secondary Section - Competitions 

Term 2 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Surya Namaskar 

1.   Samidha Shetty 7D 1st Akash 

2.   Avaneesh Amar Kulkarni 7C 2nd Agni 

3.   Deetya Shetty 7A 3rd Jal 

              Science Fair 

1.   Mishya Seth 7A 1st Prithvi 

2.   Pihu Jain 7B 2nd Vayu 

3.   Riddhi Agarwal 7B 3rd Akash 

              Record A Mock Interview 

1.   Athena Menon 7C 1st Prithvi 

2.   Sarthak Magon 7C 2nd Vayu 

              Be The Quiz Master 

1.   Kavish Marwah 6D 1st Prithvi 

2.   Aarna Gupta 6B 2nd Agni 

3.   Akhil Reddy 6A 3rd Agni 

              Basic Mathematical Skills 

1.   Ashutosh Kalbhande 7B 1st Prithvi 

2.   Chirag Deshmukh 7B 2nd Akash 

3.   Shiven Jariwala 7D 3rd Jal 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Be The Cartographer 

1.   Vibha Nair 7D 1st Agni 

2.   Diya Menon 7C 2nd Jal 

3.   Avani Nayak 7C 3rd Vayu 

              My HTML Web Page 

1.   Ojas Kulkarni 7D 1st Jal 

2.   Ananya Pritam Sankhe 7C 2nd Akash 

3.   Shiven Jariwala 7D 3rd Jal 

              Act-O-Mania 

1.   Soumya Verma 7C 1st Jal 

              G K Quiz 

1.   Chirag Deshmukh 7B 1st Akash 

2.   Soumya Verma 7C 2nd Jal 

3.   Ishaan Ingle 7C 2nd Prithvi 

4.   Saamiya Sheikh 7B 3rd Vayu 

5.   Annanya Dubey 7B 3rd Akash 

              Basic Mathematical Skills Competition 

1. Shreyas Dey 8B 1st Akash 

2.  Suhani Gupta 8B 2nd Akash 

3.  Rhea Pankaj 8C 3rd Vayu 
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Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              General Knowledge Competition 

1. Shreyas Dey 8B 1st Akash 

2. Anay Chawla 8B 2nd Agni 

3. Anika Chawla 8A 2nd Agni 

4. Ananya Harwande 8A 3rd Jal 

              I Wish To Be Remembered For… 

1.  Rarthana Pandey 8B 1st Vayu 

2.  Shalvikaa S. Udapurkar 8C 2nd Agni 

              Cooking Online 

1.  Aishwarya Main 8C 1st Vayu 

2.  Mishita Chhugani 8D 2nd Akash 

              An Invention That Inspires Me 

1.  Neha Kharkar 8B 1st Jal 

2.  Aashi Gupta 8D 2nd Agni 

3.  Suhani Gupta 8B 3rd Akash 

              My Web Page 

1.  Amogh Utekar 8A 1st Jal 

2.  Atharv Alulkar 8A 2nd Agni 

3.  Anashruta Ganguly 8A 3rd Prithvi 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Pebble Art 

1. Tanish Binukumar Pariyarathu 8A 1st Akash 

2. Rhea Pankaj 8C 2nd Vayu 

3. Adhya Latta 8D 3rd Agni 

              Salesman Of The Year 

1.   Aadi Poojary 8A 1st Vayu 

2.   Ashlesha Chipde 8A 2nd Prithvi 

3.   Maihvish Pawaskar 8A 3rd Agni 

              Recreate! Reinvent! 

1.   Vanisha Kumawat 8C 1st Jal 

2.   Marcus Bimal George 8D 2nd Akash 

              General Knowledge Quiz 

1. Raj Dakshit 9B 1st Akash 

2. Shriya Gurjar 9B 2nd Prithvi 

3. Milee Singh 9A 3rd Prithvi 

              Basic Mathematical Skills 

1. Raj Dakshit 9B 1st Akash 

2. Milee Singh 9A 2nd Prithvi 

3. Ojas Pednekar 9C 3rd Jal 

Secondary Section - Competitions 



Sr. 

No. 
Names of the Pupils 

Grade 

& Div. 
Position House 

              Voice Your Thoughts 

1. Anish Kumar Biradar 9B 1st Prithvi 

2. Aadya Parab 9C 2nd Vayu 

3. Nirmeet Udeshi 9A 3rd Akash 

              Science & I 

1. Samiya Shinde 9B 1st Agni 

2. Shrinivas Patil 9B 2nd Agni 

              My Java Model 

1. Darshan Lad 9C 1st Agni 

2. Ojas Pednekar 9C 2nd Jal 

3. Raj Dakshit 9B 3rd Akash 

              Catch And Clap 

1. Neetu Mandal 9C 1st Jal 

2. Swara Chavan 9C 2nd Agni 

3. Shriya Gurjar 9B 3rd Prithvi 

              Doodle Art 

1. Sidra Shaikh 9C 1st Prithvi 

2. Sadhika Bhatia 9A 2nd Akash 

3. Vedant Patkar 9B 3rd Vayu 

Secondary Section - Competitions 
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The Power of Positivity 
The wonderful thing about positivity is that it doesn’t just affect one area of your life. It 
affects every area. Depending on your personality and your upbringing, you may not 
believe that your happiness matters. 
But the happier you are, the more you lean into the best version of yourself. This creates a 
ripple effect—when you’re filled with joy and peace, you become a better pupil, a better 
friend, and a better facilitator. 
With the intention of boosting the self-esteem of the pupils, this activity was undertaken 
for the pupils of Grade 9 and Grade 10 during the online teaching learning process in the 
month of June, 2020. 
The pupils were shown the above image and asked to think of a positive word starting 
with the first letter of their names. To make it more interesting and challenging, they were 
also asked to talk about why they chose a particular word. Each day a few pupils were 
asked to share the word and talk about it. The activity proved to be very successful and 
fruitful with each child being compelled to speak and share their thoughts. One pupil even 
composed a poem with the word chosen by him. They were also guided to type their 
thoughts in the chat box. 
Some of the words chosen by the pupils were: halcyon, serene, strength, altruistic, 
parents, sunshine, smile, appreciation, integrity, pray, sanguine, adaptable, passionate, 
tenacious, knowledge, virtuous, valiant and goodness. 

Love 
Love yourself because while people come in 
and go out of your life, you will always remain. 
Love yourself because once you accept who 
you are, you can focus your energy on other 
matters and people in your life. If Jesse Owens 
would not have accepted he is a Negro, loved  
himself and been proud of himself, he would 
never be able to reach the Olympics, gain 
worldwide recognition, and become an 
inspiration for so many others. 
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Self esteem 
It is important to have self-esteem because it 
has an impact on our lives and goals. Having 
self-esteem makes us believe that we are 
worthy of happiness and respect, builds self-
confidence. It also has a profound impact on 
our thinking, emotions, happiness, desires, 
values, and goals. We have a sense of control 
and direction and approach problems with a 
different perspective. Last, it makes us 
consider ourselves a valuable person and 
gives us a reason to live. 
 

Assurance 
Statement to relieve doubt I chose this word, 
because if Luz had not assured Jesse that he 
still had the potential to qualify maybe Jesse 
would have fouled again in his third trial and 
would have got disqualified. I also chose this 
word, for sometimes when we start losing 
faith in ourselves due to certain 
circumstances, a word of assurance from 
someone dear is really helpful.   
 

Gratitude 
We should express our deep gratitude to the 
doctors, police and corona warriors  for their 
selfless support in this pandemic .Also by 
just expressing gratitude encourages people 
to make more progress in their field. 
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Adroit 

Means clever and skilled. I want to be 
skilled and clever in every decision I take 
and also be skilled to do any kind of work. 

 
 

 
Authentic 

Being you, yourself and having a distinct 
personality is important to create a unique 
identity in the society and leave an imprint 
of your character in the minds of the 
people. 

 
 

Persistence 
I have chosen this word because we should 
be persistent in whatever we do, 
irrespective of our failures. There would be 
many situations in life when we would not 
succeed in what we do inspite of putting in 
a lot of efforts. At that time, we should not 
drown in our failure but put our chin high 
up in the air, move on and continue to give 
our 100%. 

 
Patience 

I choose patience because patience is a key 
to almost everything. it allows you time for 
strategic thinking. Patience is the level of 
endurance one can have before negativity. 
It’s the ability to endure difficult 
circumstances, so patience is something 

everyone should have in any circumstance, 
especially now. 
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Placate  

It means to calm or to soothe. I have 
chosen this word because in the current 
situation where there is a lot of negativity, 
it is necessary for us to help to calm other 
people who are mentally disturbed 
because the lockdown and the pause on the 
work has made people to take several 
dangerous steps. For that it is necessary to 
calm your mind. 

 
Satisfied 

People often get confused between being 
satisfied and giving up. Giving up is losing 
hope. Being satisfied is working hard, but 
at the same time being happy with what 
you have. 

 
 

Loyalty 
A feeling of support.it is about people who 
stay true behind your back.  Loyalty is 
valuable because it allows us to take the 
risk of predicting the actions and 
behaviour of the people we trust. It also 
allows respect and trust to flourish. 
 
 

 
Patience 

I choose patience because patience is a key 
to almost everything. it allows you time for 
strategic thinking. Patience is the level of 
endurance one can have before negativity. 
It’s the ability to endure difficult 
circumstances, so patience is something 

everyone should have in any circumstance, 
especially now. 
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Reverence 
 

We survive on hope and desire, 
It’s the content of life, we know. 

Burning in each eye the flame of fire, 
Been through bad times, yet we don’t let it show. 

 

Praise is all we crave for,  
Esteem is what we want,  

Pride in us, yes, we adore, 
Ignoring all the taunt. 

  

The heart wants what it wants,  
No matter if the soul it haunts.  

Each person prays for veneration, 
Taking a stop at life’s every station. 

  

We grow up, we change, 
More things we expec.t 

Every second, something strange, 
Most of them remain unchecked. 

  

Life charges responsibilities,  
Trying to make us obedient. 

Testing our abilities  
Unlike a super sweet median. 

  

We go far, work hard 
Give approval, take it back. 

Reputation acts like life guard. 
Something’s missing, leaving a crack. 

  

Yes, its respect. 
The thing that once lacked, 
Very difficult to gain direc.t 

A forever achievement, in fact. 
  

And yes, we won it! 
Been through bad times, I admit. 

Life’s great aspect 
Is truly respect! 
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Literature classes with Life Skills interwoven by guiding the pupils to think critically 
 
As guided by the Head of the Department for English, Ms Brinda Kumarakrishnan, the pupils 
of Grade 10 were asked to type in the chat box their views on racism which is a major theme 
for one of the short stories from the Treasure Trove, My Greatest Olympic Prize by Jesse 
Owens. 
The reflections of the pupils are worth reflecting upon. Here again a pupil has penned down 
his thoughts in the form of a poem. 

A few samples of the children’s thoughts: 

Fight Against Racism 
Our world has grown from 90's to 20's   
There is much decrease in the number of trees   
Walking from the past and wishing till the future,   
People fought for girl's education   
but none of them focused on Racial Discrimination.   
  
You see, I see what they wish to free   
People with their prejudices   
Using to harm people with their technology,   
to follow Hitler's Aryan race Ideology.   
  
Many of them tried to defeat him   
Like Jesse Owens and Luz Long   
but the fight was still very strong   
Luz to support and Jesse to win was the  
mark to defeat this Aryan race sting. 
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Racism 
Racism is a belief that one race is superior than the other and that the race is a primary 
determinant of human traits. Racism has existed for centuries across the globe, in the 
greco - roman period , the South African population which was brought to the land was 
mostly for the purpose of slavery although they were not restricted to practice any other 
trade but there was a stigma attached. This social stigma was carried forward and 
physical features being a distinctive feature of any race have always created a divide 
between the population.   
In the modern times the social issue of racism has garnered fair amount of public 
attention and there have been numerous attempts to control and avoid any kind of racial 
discrimination but still there is a lot more yet to be achieved. The very recent case of 
George Floyd which gathered international attention is not a standalone incident. the 
outrage is the result of constant brutality of the U.S police towards African American 
people. Even in a country like India which Even in a country like India which has a 
brown ethnicity we can still see different genres of people like dalits and people from 
North east being looked at with suspicion. Even we as an individual have been a part of 
it unknowingly or the victim of it. Calling people by their last names and on the basis of 
their appearance this all comes under racism which creates a social pressure on these 
victims.   
We should take a step forward and understand that every human being is beautiful and 
deserves to be respected. We should also accept and be happy the way god has made us. 
❤️It Is Not Enough To Be Quietly Non- Racist. Now Is The Time To Be Vocally Anti-
Racist. 
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Racism 
 
Racism is a blind fight against yourself. When you group the misdeeds or shortcomings of 
one with their kin, you must realise that maybe they are not really the shortcomings but their 
qualities. 
Racism won't go away if we just say that there is no difference between us. We are different. 
We all are. We have different coloured skin, hair, eyes; different cultures, background, 
upbringing. That's why we are not the same person. Individuality. So, instead of saying that 
there is no difference between everyone, we should see and accept these differences and 
learn from each other. Racism will go away. The blind fight needs vision for it to end. 
From  Shashwat Kambli 

Racism 
 
Racism is the belief that groups of humans possess different behavioral traits corresponding 
to physical appearance and can be divided based on the superiority of one race over another. 
It may also mean prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism directed against other people 
because they are of a different race or ethnicity. 
Racism- is a practice where someone thinks you are inferior because of the colour of your 
skin. no one should ever be ridiculed or made to feel bad about something physical, 
especially about something they cannot help. you dont get to just disagree with someone's 
basic human rights, just because of what they look like. i personally have the opinion that 
only the weak willed make others feel less important to make themselves look  better. no one 
has the right to make you feel bad or abuse you because of  who you are. 
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Racism 
 
Racism is like dust in the air, it seems 
invisible until you let the sun in. 
 
 
 
Racism is a very unfair and orthodox 
practice that has been going on for centuries 
. the dark skinned people have always been 
discriminated and were considered inferior 
to the light skinned whites . we live in world 
were technology is everything and we call 
our self fully literate and educated about all 
controversial topics of the world , we say 
that ALL of us are advanced and are over the 
petty barrier of colour but the bitter truth of 
the world is that dark skinned people are 
still victimised and downgraded. they are 
considered at threat for no reason. some 
people don't know and don't understand 
that the dark skinned people has more 
amount of melanin in their skin which helps 
them fight skin cancer , its beneficial to 
them and they cant help their skin colour . 
In fact they shouldn't be shamed because of 
it, they should be encouraged to be proud of 
themselves  and their colour.                
 
 
Racism, is a major problem today. Racism 
takes many forms and can happen in many 
places. It includes prejudice, discrimination 
or hatred directed at someone because of 
their colour, ethnicity or national origin. 
Racism can be revealed through people’s 
actions as well as their attitudes. It can also 
be reflected in systems and institutions. 
Racism is more than just words, beliefs and 
actions. It includes all the barriers that 
prevent people from enjoying dignity and 
equality because of their race. 
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I believe that making an opinion on anyone based on petty things like colour, cast, creed, 
economic status, etc; things which are not in someone’s control and then judging that 
person based on my prejudice is totally wrong and immoral. However, this social evil is still 
present in our society and there are people who still judge other on the basis of the amount 
of melanin present in one’s body; and not on that person’s skills, intelligence and ideology. 
We believe whatever is present on the outside is what the person is inside. If he/she is dark 
skinned, poor, belonging to some other ethnic race or religion does not mean that person is 
any less than us or any different from us, however we are trained to form an opinion on 
someone as soon as we see them; but we should always remember that we are all humans 
before anything else. I personally relate to this topic. I am the state of Bihar and people 
have always found us “Biharis” funny and stupid. As a child, everywhere I went, all my 
friends used to ask me why did not speak “Bihari”; which honestly is not even a language, 
or why my accent is not like that of a Bihari, or how did I know proper English or even 
hindi for that matter. This really used to hurt me and used to demotivate me a lot, but 
eventually I learnt that some people will always be there to laugh at your achievement and 
try to pull you down just because you are higher than them and have now decided to 
overlook such people and I am now proud of who I am. 

Racism is more than words , beliefs, actions. It includes all the barriers that prevent an 
individual from enjoying dignity and equality because of their race , colour, class and social 
status. racism is like a disease that spreads from one individual to another , it spreads 
through different mediums like influential people(actors etc.) , society and through bad 
company . the actors who today say that "black lives matter" earlier used to promote fairness 
creams having a tag line fair and lovely. the society was so obsessed with the idea of 
superiority of white colour that it even whitewashed our Gods whereas Krishna is literally 
translated to "the black one". to stop racism, we need to stop these factors who influence 
many. 
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The Unspoken Friend 
 

They don’t talk.   
They don’t walk.   
We breathe because they exhale.   
We harm them,we kill them,   
But they still don’t complain.   
They care for me and you,   
and nuture us too.   
They don’t expect anything in return,   
Now it’s our turn.   
Let’s talk to them.   
Let’s walk near them.   
Tree, our unspoken friend,   
Some love we shall lend. 

The ship of your life sails through a bunch of experience, 
The experience is given by that audience. 
That voice who teaches you to be better, 
So that you don’t repent later. 
  
Sometimes, when your heart is in the midst of a storm, 
Yet your face acquires its noblest form. 
Whom to trust, whom to not... 
The voice of unknown helps a lot. 
  
You may deafen my soul, right. 
But the voice of unknown will give destiny a tough fight. 
The dreams, the ambitions all may go in vain, 
But the voice of unknown would dare not let you take the fame. 
And if it’s a crime to ask a question - WHY.. 
Then prepare your knife, as I am ready to die. 
  
The truth has to come out, even when the nerves are held high. 
The basic necessity of the brain...is to know WHY… 
The voice of unknown is nothing but your inner voice. 
To listen to it or not, that is your choice. 
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One afternoon, our craft facilitators organised a very interesting activity for us. The whole 
grade 4 participated in this. It was the Ganesha making activity. We used rolls of newspaper to 
make a beautiful idol of Lord Ganesha. Our facilitators helped us by showing a video on how 
to make the idol. We all started making our Ganesha idols. Our facilitators were clicking 
pictures of us while making the idol. After finishing the activity, all off my friends showed their 
idols to us. Some of them were decorated with lights and glitter. They all looked very pretty. 
This was a very memorable moment of my virtual classroom for me as I had never imagined 
the annual Ganesha making activity in our school to be conducted online. 

Maintaining a healthy body isn't that easy and not so difficult also. There is a necessary need 
to be healthy because unhealthy body will be attacked by many diseases.  In the lockdown I 
ate food at proper time, avoided eating junk food and snacks as they don't have any 
nutritional value so there was no point having them. My diet included food which have high 
nutritional value, I tried to include  leafy vegetables, fruits, milk and fish in my daily diet. I 
made sure I ate my breakfast regularly because skipping breakfast and other meals will 
definitely affect our health. I had a 1 litre water which had specific timing for drinking water, 
not too much and not too less because if water content goes low in our body, it can lead to 
dehydration. I did this everyday so that my body is healthy and protected by diseases. This 
routine helped me lot, I always felt energized and protected from viruses and diseases. 
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If I am given the power to make one dream come true I would chose to make peace 
between all continents, every country, every state and every human.  
This is most important to me because peace is the answer of all queries.  
There would be no crime, no hatred and most important no wars. The world 
would be a better place. But I think I do not need the power to make this come true 
because if everybody ensures that they have no enemy or befriends them, my work will 
be half done. So please help me make this world a better place by making a better you. I 
hope this small paragraph motivates you.  

Since my childhood, I always dreamt of a place where there would be no fights or wars. 
Everyone would be happy, singing, dancing and working together hand - in - hand. There 
would be no screaming or fighting. 
If I have the power to make this dream a reality, then not only will I be happy but the 
entire world will be happy too. My power will stop all the wars. Many soldiers will be 
saved. Every country will be peaceful. All the citizens will work together, without any 
quarrels. Everyone will celebrate each other’s festivals and respect their religion. The 
world will be a happy place to live.  All men and women will be equal. I wish someday to 
have some power to make my dream come true. 
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We all know about festivals and also that Diwali is one of them. We celebrate Diwali to 
welcome Lord Ram, Lord Lakshman and Goddess Sita. Diwali is also called 'The Festival of 
Lights'. We all decorate our homes with lights, lanterns, candles. We share sweets with our 
friends and families wear new clothes, make rangolis, prepare tasty food, play with our 
families and friends, go out and celebrate this festival of Diwali with fun and enthusiasm. 
Let me share with you that how I celebrated Diwali at my home. It was first a tough decision 
to make,  of how to celebrate Diwali. Some families went out even in the COVID-19, some 
stayed at home with their families. My family was one of the families who video-called our 
relatives instead of travelling to their place. I even made three rangolis of colour, while my 
mother on the other hand made one out of flower petals. We decorated our house with 
lights, home-made paper lanterns and candles. We also opened our door for some time for 
Goddess Lakshmi to enter. We used our vacation not only to rest a bit but also to spend time 
with our families, go down to play, practise our hobbies and study. We promised God and 
ourselves not to burst firecrackers. There were still few families who were bursting 
firecrackers but we were still happy that very few families were bursting firecrackers. I 
loved the way I celebrated Diwali with my family. 

Thank you for your smiles  
Your kindness and your praise 
Thank you for your helpful 
And caring, happy ways 
Thank you for your wisdom 
And helping me to shine 
Thank you 
MRS. STEPHENIE 
I had a lovely time! 
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Solving sums won't help you 
To develop your imagination. 
Reading Story books  ️is the best and 
You can try that yourself! 
But choose good ones, 
Of course your favourites!  
From octopuses  ️to rockets y️ou can travel all. 
Keep only reading books and books !️! 
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Genius Garima has a cheerful mood 
After having brilliantly breath-taking food 
And writing a marvellously charming poem 
At her outstandingly adorable home. 
  
Oh! Her extraordinary mouth would reel off a verse 
But don't you forget her captivating purse 
How congenial are her bright stories 
And her lovely dialogue "Oh Please!" 

It was a bright sunny day   
George was not allowed to play   
Mike called him down   
To play at the end of the town   
  
He went down like a mad,   
But he forgot the beatings of his 
dad.   
He wasn’t allowed to get out while 
his parents were away,   
But he forgot it in a day.   
  
They tried to sneak in the 
landlord’s house,   
But instead, saw a tiny mouse.   
They couldn’t control their scream,   
So the safety buzzer went beam 
beam. 

The landlord ran behind them,   
While running he got attracted by 
the red gem.   
They ran to their own home,   
And George realised, he was in a 
trouble all alone.   
  
His dad was home standing with a 
stick   
And that second he knew he will get 
sick   
His dad beat him a lot   
That he never forgot   
  
He cried buckets of tears,   
But still he had no fears.   
Had gone to the landlord’s house, it 
was a wrong way,   
But please, to my dad- don’t say. 
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She broke a jar  
In my favourite car 
Oh! What can I do? 
Oh! What can I do?  
She broke a pin 
Up high in the tin 
Oh! What can I do?  
Oh! What can I do?  
She took a crane  
And dug my brain 
Oh! What can I do?  
Oh! What can I do?  
 

She broke a jar:  
She broke a wheel 
And my shoe with high heel  ️
Oh! What can I do?  
Oh! What can I do?  
She tore my mat  
And pinched my c️at 
Oh! What can I do?  
Oh! What can I do?  
She tore the rug 
And broke my mug  
Oh! What can I do?  
Oh! What can I do? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When I have no one to turn to 
And I am feeling kind of low, 
When there is no one to talk to 
And nowhere I want to go,  
I search deep within myself 
It is the love inside my heart 
That lets me know my Angels are 
there 
Even though we are miles apart. 
A smile then appears upon my face  
And the sun begins to shine. 
I hear a voice, so soft and sweet 
Saying, ‘Everything will be just fine’ 
 

It may seem that I am alone 
But I am never by myself at all. 
Whenever I need my Angels near 
All I have to do is call. 
An Angel’s love is always true 
On that you can depend. 
They will always stand behind you 
And will always Be your friend. 
Through darkest hours and 
brightest days 
Our Angels see us through. 
You are one of my Angels  
Perhaps I am one for you. 
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16th July 2020 Is Today’s Date   
When I Can’t Meet My Friends Or 

Any Class Mate   
Covid 19 Has Taken Away The Fun   
Of Going To The Park For A 

Morning Run   
My Mother Makes Me Wash The 

Dishes   
In Which I Ate Delicious Fishes 

Everyday I Watch The News   
Dreaming Of Eating A Chocolate 

Mousse   
The Symptoms Are Cold Fever 

Cough And Pain   
The Medical Stores Have A Lot Of 

Gain   
I Really Hope That Covid Ends   
So That I Can Go To School And 
Meet My Friends 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Poem on The Lost Key: 
I lost my key  
Beside the sea! 
I walked up the hill 
And down the lane 
And through the forest 
On my horse's mane 
I saw through the mud  
I saw through the sand  
But my beloved key  
Wasn't even with the band! 
I searched the room 
I searched my book 
But my little key  
Wasn't even on its hook! 
Then I accidentally thought  
I dropped it in my chocolate 
But in reality it was 
Just in my pocket!  

Poem on The Best Birthday Ever: 
While the moon shines bright at 
day 
It must be the end of May 
As it clears my way 
To my awaiting birthday 
It ought to be the best 
As it clears the pest 
Away from me 
As far as I can see 
My birthday's coming soon 
I must be a clever moon 
What birthday gift shall I ask? 
A pup or a mask? 
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Doctors are the only person who 
can teach COVID-19 a lesson 
So when you cough or sneeze  
Then your home you have to cease  
When we all wash our hands   
It will cure our lands  
When the scientists find a cure   
All the world will be fit and pure.  
Right now we are in Quarantine   
That’s the reason we are fine  
When we leave our home  
The cases will increase like in Rome  
Now we have to wear a mask   
And this our only task.  
We are stuck in this place  
Because of this difficulty we face 
We can’t even go down to race  
As we are scared of this case. 
Now we miss our friend  
  

And there are only messages we 
send  
Because of this huge bend  
We now hope that this will soon 
end.  
Without any reason we can’t go 
down  
In the city or the Town Earth is 
losing its crown.  
And its way longer we have been 
stuck here than a day  
We can’t go down to play  
And in our houses we lay  
We can now only sit and pray  
We don’t know when we’ll be free   
And flee around like a bee   
Now everything we see is a huge 
mystery. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Say hello to Mr candy floss 
He is the candy boss  
He is fluffy and so very puffy 
I see him at the fair   

But some call him grandmas hair  
We laugh together , 
But then comes my sister so very 
clever,  
She took you and hid you 
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Poem on 'What a lovely year!' 
What a lovely year! 
There's nothing to fear 
2020 is near  
I got a bicycle with a gear. 
Jan is very near 
Feb, absolutely clear 
March went so fast 
April's already the past! 
May's quite a friend 
June, not the dead end 
July has many things  

August's here with many brings 
September isn't the last 
September isn't the best 
October's trapped in a jar 
November's seated beside my car 
All the months go past 
Each is like a guest 
December is the last 
December is the best 
Each has lovely things 
Each is like a friend 
But dear December brings 
Christmas at the end! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This Life Is Full Of Joy   
We Have Time To Play With Toy   
We Have Time To Play Cricket   
And Take Lots Of Wicket   
We Have Time To Play Some Video 
Game   
And Achieve Some Hall Of Fame   
We Have Time To See Nature 

With Some Lovely Creature   
We Have Time To Stand Under The 
Boughs   
And Feed The Starving Cows   
We Have Time To Drive A Car   
And Take It Very Far   
Oh Life Is Full Of Run   
To Have Some Fun. 
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Summer Is A Hot Season   
The Bright Sun Is The Reason   
In Summer We Never Wear Coats,   
And While Swimming They Put On 
Their Swim Floats   
Mango Is A Summer Fruit   
And Small Mangoes Are Very Cute   
Of All The Fruits Mango Is The 
King   
And Few Mangoes Shine Like A 
Diamond Ring   
In Summer We Love Having Ice 
Cream   
But On Sundays We Also Put Extra 
Whip Cream   
Some Of My Favourite Flavours Are 

Mango And Chocolate For Which I 
Have To Drive Very Far   
Cold Drinks Are Our Life Savour   
In Cold Drinks Never Forget To Put 
Ice   
While My Friends Play A Board 
Game With A Dice   
In Summer   
We Need The Air Conditioner   
And  The Fans   
Are The Part Of My Summer  Plans   
I Don’t Know What Else To Say   
Because I Want To Go And Play   
I Have To Complete This Poem 
Now   
And  Go To Play With Our 
Neighbour’s Cow. 

I wanted to play so I asked my mom can I go to play, 
my mom told NO! I was scared so I went bed and then when I woke up to play it was raining I 
was sad I wanted to play but my mom told NO!. 
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A Quote By A Well Known Person- United We Stand Divided We Fall   

It Is The End Of The Poem, That Is All. 

Friends Are The Best   
But They Never Help In Any Tests   
Friends Never Cheat   
That Is What We Can’t Beat   
Sometimes They Are Rude   
Which Depends On Their Mood   
We Play All Day Long   
And Even Sing Our Favorite Song   
Sometimes With Friends We 
Dance   
Whenever We Get A Chance   
True Friends Always Support Us    

Even In The School Bus   
Some Friends Do Fight   
But Few Are Our Guiding Light   
Good Friends Leave Us With 
Memories   
And More The Friends More The 
Merrier   
Friends Are All We Need   
And Of Our Life They Are Our Seed   
Our Friendship Can Be Very Deep   
These Friends I Must Keep   
We Should Not Fake   
When We Say Say Sorry   
When We Make A Mistake 

God’s promise 
God didn’t promise 
Days without pain, 
Sun without rain, 

but He did promise  
Strength for the day  

And light for the way. 
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Two thousand twenty 
Oh how I wish I was not living in 
2020 
Where all people are going to 
eternity! 
Corona virus is a silent killer, 
If anyone comes near, their end will 
be sure. 
A couple of months ago, I dreamt,  
I will go to the USA 
I will visit Niagara Falls, and all 
other malls, 
But now my dream is of corona 
virus and all. 

Oh how I wish I was not living in 
2020 
Where all people are going to 
eternity! 
Children being at home have 
become more naughty, 
Parents pray Almighty have mercy, 
Doctors and nurses are on duty, 
People are unruly, 
Pray thee have mercy! 
Oh how I wish I was not living in 
2020 
Where all people are going to 
eternity! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here comes the monsoon with 
scads of rain️  
Here arrives the idle water to swell 
over the lane. 
Oh! How these splashy rain drops 
fill up the dam 
And today my breakfast is bread, 
butter and jam. 
I'll tell you the way morning 
awoke☀️ 
With the disturbing frogs ;️ croak- 
croak! 
The happy earthworms wriggled on 
the ground 

Where various  ️snails could also 
be found 
Then the dark clouds covered the 
sky️️ ️️  
The bright ️  sun now said "Good 
bye!" 
This how the noon went past 
The sky turned grey quite so fast! 
Everyone returned with their wet, 
black coat 
That's when I rushed out to sail my 
boat.  ️
This is how the day came to an end  ️
When we were left with no time to 
spend⌛ 
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Good Morning! To Me When I Wake From My Dreams, 
In A World Full Of Realistic Themes. 
When I Wake Up 6 In The Morning, 
 I Refresh And Tell My Imaginary Themes. 
  
A World Full Of Candies Of Different Flavour, 
I Ask My Parents To Do Me A Favour. 
Buy Me A Mouth Smacking Bar Of Chocolate, 
A Strawberry Roll Full Of Cream. 
To Bad It Was Just A Dream! 
  
A World Of Fantastic Themes, 
Let’s Visit Our Fantasy World! 
A Dragon And Knight Fighting For A Lady Prisoned In A Bower, 
A Prince Marrying An Unknown Maid. 
I Was Fluttering And Giving Miss Sleeping Beauty The Gift Of Beauty And Grace 
To Bad There Wasn't A Single Trace 
  
A World Full Of Realistic Themes! 
In Early Morning Sitting In A Class, 
The Computer Hangs An Internet's Gone. 
Sit In A Room Bored, 
Instead Of Dribbling A Basket Ball. 
  
I Play Indoor Game , 
Going Out With  A Mask On The Face. 
I Hate This World Full Of Precautonary Themes. 
I  Wish  If  This Was  Only A Dream! 
  
Good Morning! To Me When I Wake From My Dreams 
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Let us try an live in harmony  
No fighting, yelling or hating. 

Let us try and live in a symphony. 
 

Let’s love people for who they are 
No bullying or teasing. 

Let them come out of the shadows  
And be a star. 

 

Appreciate people for their hard work  
And diligence 

And not ridicule them  
For their intelligence. 

 

Let’s not shame  
Let’s not blame 

Let’s rekindle the brotherhood flame. 
 

This is how we can live in harmony 
So let us take an oath 

And stay true to the testimony. 

Wish We Had Known  
All wars were fought  
Because we thought  
We are better  
Than the other  
We are richer  
They are poorer  
We are fairer  
They are darker  
That it's a quest  
To prove we're the best  
Wish we had known  
Power is in unity alone  
Wish we knew our power to love  
That can keep us all above 
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An Article Written by Master Kunsh Chhugani of Grade 2B was published in 
Planet Powai as on 11th May, 2020. 

 



 

Bookmark 

Dear Reader, 
 
A special gift to you!!! 
 
Our school is happy to share with you a collection of book marks that you can take 
printouts and use while reading the books. 
 
 
 
What is a book mark? 
 
A bookmark is a thin marking tool, commonly made of card, leather, or fabric, used to keep 
track of a reader's progress in a book and allow the reader to easily return to where the 
previous reading session ended. Alternate materials for bookmarks are paper, metals like 
silver and brass, silk, wood, cord (sewing), and plastic. Some books may have one or more 
bookmarks made of woven ribbon sewn into the binding. Other bookmarks incorporate a 
page-flap that enables them to be clipped on a page. 
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Word Art 

 
 

Words of William Shakespeare through Word Art wizards of 
Grade 9 & Grade 10 pupils 
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